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By the time this issue of Capsule magazine reaches you, we 

will have graduated our Class of 2011 and made plans to 

welcome the Class of 2015. It’s an interesting dichotomy, 

saying goodbye to the nearly 144 student pharmacists and 

graduate students who graduated on May 20 and then 

to welcome a new class of 160 aspiring pharmacists and 

researchers at student orientation in mid-August. 

 This year’s graduation of our PharmD students was of 

particular importance for our School because it included 

the first group to complete our curriculum through our 

distance-learning program at the Universities at Shady 

Grove. These 33 graduating students pioneered a new way 

of learning our pharmacy curriculum. Lectures delivered 

at the main campus in Baltimore are recorded and then uploaded to a website where the 

students can log in at any time to view the material. Shady Grove students participate in 

live synchronous classes and activities where students and faculty on each campus can see 

and hear each other. Labs, small group activities, meetings of different organizations, and 

exams are conducted at the Shady Grove campus. I’m proud of this group for blazing a 

new trail and for proving that it can be done successfully.

 It was also a special day for me personally because the members of this class were new 

first-year students when I became dean in the late summer of 2007. Just like me, they have 

learned a lot in the last few years.

 As these new graduates transition to employment, they also join the ranks of our 

School’s more than 4,500 alumni, who give back to the School in multiple fashions—help-

ing the Alumni Association as members of the Executive Committee, serving as precep-

tors who provide 30 percent of our curriculum by supervising students on their required 

rotations, participating in networking events with our students, supporting the School with 

gifts of time and financial resources—the list goes on and on.

 For this issue of Capsule, we brought together a dynamic group of PharmD and PhD 

alumni and students for two roundtable discussions that allowed our students to hear 

directly from alumni with words of advice on surviving pharmacy school, balancing work 

and life, establishing social and professional networks now, and a host of other topics. 

They were lively and interesting discussions, and the students were grateful for the wis-

dom shared by the alumni.

 My hope for the members of the Class of 2011 is that they experience all that the 

profession of pharmacy has to offer, that they stay connected to the School, and that they 

perpetuate the unique qualities of a University of Maryland School of Pharmacy education 

by inspiring future generations of students.

That’s it for now,

Natalie D. Eddington, PhD ’89, BSP, FAAPS

Dean and Professor

Photograph by Tracey Brown

MISSION
The University of Maryland School of 

Pharmacy leads pharmacy education, 

scientific discovery, patient care, and 

community engagement in the state of 

Maryland and beyond.

We will achieve our mission by: 

•	 inspiring	excellence	in	our	students		 	

 through a contemporary curriculum,

	 innovative	educational	experiences,		 	

 and strategic professional relationships. 

•	 advancing	scientific	knowledge	across		 	

 the spectrum of drug discovery, health 

 services, and practice-based and trans- 

 lational research with significant focus 

 on collaborative partnerships.

•	 expanding	the	impact	of	the	pharma- 

 cist’s role on direct patient care and   

 health outcomes.

•	 building and nurturing relationships 

 with all members of our community. 

•	 capitalizing on our entrepreneurial 

 spirit to improve pharmaceutical  

 research, practice, and education in 

 Maryland and throughout the world.

PLEDGE
We	are	proud	to	be	critical	thinkers,	

lifelong learners, and leaders who are 

sought	for	our	expertise.	We	earn	our	

reputation with the highest standards of 

personal ethics and professional conduct. 

Students and education are central to 

everything we do. We engage the com-

munity; together, we contribute to the 

improved health of society. We celebrate 

the distinctive talents of our faculty, staff, 

and students. We honor our traditions and 

advocate for dynamic changes in phar-

macy practice, education, and research. 

We create the future of pharmacy.

VISION
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Students Travel to Honduras 
on Medical Mission
Student volunteers from nearly every professional school at the 
University of Maryland (UM) in Baltimore traveled to Tegucigalpa, 
Honduras, for a weeklong medical mission trip. During the week 
of Jan. 2, students from the campus’ pharmacy, law, nursing, den-
tal, social work, and graduate schools provided medical and den-
tal care to more than 1,600 Honduran men, women, and children.
 Fourth-year PharmD student William Albanese coordinated 
the trip with the vision of bringing an interdisciplinary health 
care team to the people of Honduras. In the summer of 2010, 
Albanese traveled there with a group of undergraduate students 
from Pennsylvania State University and knew the project would be 
a good fit for the UM campus. 
 Thanks to the generous support of EPIC Pharmacies, Tinsley 
Bible Drug Co., Professional Pharmacy of Essex, the School of 
Pharmacy, and several other sponsors, the group was able to 
bring 25 suitcases full of medications, medical and dental sup-
plies, and hygiene products to some of the poorest, isolated areas 
in Honduras. The UM students were able to serve the communi-
ties of La Cienega, San Diego Sula, and Manzaragua where, with 
virtually no access to health care, families hiked anywhere from 
one to three hours to the clinic desperate for medical attention.
 At the clinic, patients rotated through five different stations: tri-
age, medical, dental, pharmacy, and charlas (“talks”). The setup of 
the clinic allowed for a more integrated, interdisciplinary approach 
toward health care, where the physicians diagnosed the patients 
and the pharmacists used their expertise to treat the diagnoses, 
often needing to think creatively with the limited supplies avail-

able. The clinical team also screened patients for hypertension, 
pulled 113 diseased teeth, dispensed more than 55,000 multi-
vitamins, and gave 10 soccer balls to the local children. During the 
“talks,” the students stressed the importance of good hygiene and 
taught almost 100 children how to brush their teeth, distributing 
1,200 toothbrushes with toothpaste, and 1,500 shampoo and soap 
packets to the local families. 
 In addition to the clinical experience, this brigade also pro-
vided the unique opportunity for students of different disciplines 
to work side-by-side and learn from each other. 
 “Because students had the chance to rotate through the vari-
ous stations, there were pharmacy students working in dental 
helping with tooth extractions, students from social work inter-
viewing patients alongside nursing students in triage, and law 
students working in the pharmacy,” Albanese says.
 “Needless to say, this was a life-changing and memorable 
experience. It also left all the Brigaders [working with the organiza-
tion Global Brigades] itching to go back, wanting to do more and 
give more to the people of Honduras.” b

Second-year PharmD students Andrew Phan (left) and Rumany 
Penn (right) work in the pharmacy with Alex Albanese of the 
University of Delaware and brother of trip organizer William 
Albanese.

Alfred Abramson, BSP ’56, RPh, an assistant professor in the 
Department of Pharmacy Practice and Science, accepted the 
Phi Lambda Sigma (PLS) Outstanding Chapter Advisor Award 
presented at the annual meeting of the American Pharmacists 
Association on March 26.
 Abramson, or Fred as he is affectionately known to his 
students, is the founding advisor of the PLS Beta Lambda Chapter 
at the School of Pharmacy. “Fred has served as a tireless leader 
and mentor to students in the Beta Lambda Chapter, and he 

continues to be one of the primary reasons for its success and 
accomplishments,” says Katelyn Smith, a third-year PharmD 
student and president of the chapter.
 “Advisors are the backbone of our chapter structure,” says Mary 
Euler, PharmD, FAPhA, executive director of Phi Lambda Sigma. 
“The successes of the Beta Lambda Chapter are a testament to 
Fred’s commitment to the students at the University of Maryland 
School of Pharmacy.” b

Abramson Receives 
PLS Outstanding 
Advisor Award
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Diane Hoffmann, JD, director of the Law and Health Care Program at the 
University of Maryland School of Law and its associate dean for academic 
programs, delivered the School of Pharmacy’s annual Paul A. Pumpian 
Memorial Lecture on April 18. She spoke to faculty, staff, and students about 
the evolving legal landscape around the issue of medical marijuana. b

Paul A. Pumpian Memorial Lecture

More than 200 students, faculty, and staff from the School of 
Pharmacy met with state senators and delegates on Feb. 17 to 
push for their support on issues important to the pharmacy 
profession. The event was part of the Maryland Pharmacy 
Coalition’s annual Legislative Day at the General Assembly in 
Annapolis.
 One key issue this year is the expansion of the Maryland 
P3 (Patients, Pharmacists, Partnerships) Program in which 
pharmacists, working with physicians, assist chronic disease 
patients with medications, testing, and disease management. The 
program, a partnership of the School of Pharmacy, the Maryland 
Pharmacists Association, and the Maryland Department of Health 
and Mental Hygiene, has shown annual savings of $900 to $1,000 
per employee for employers.
 The students also informed the lawmakers that the state could 
capture a return on investment of an estimated $17.5 million 
annually if the P3 Program’s medication services were extended to 
enrollees of Medicaid, a state-administered program.
 The students also asked for legislators’ help to expand patient 
point-of-care rules for pharmacists. They urged the lawmakers 
to take action on legislative language that has languished in 
an advisory committee since last year to expand point of care, 
allowing pharmacists to perform Clinical Laboratory Improvement 
Amendments-waived testing (CLIA). CLIA is a standard by which 
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services regulates U.S. 
laboratory testing performed on humans.
 Third-year PharmD student Vicky Dang explained, “There are 
certain tests that we are trained in our School to perform, but, as 
of now, we are not technically allowed to perform. These are tests 
that patients can do themselves but sometimes need help.” She 
said glucose monitoring for diabetes patients, for example, “can 
be really tricky to start up and pharmacists can be helpful.”

 Overall, CLIA allows pharmacists to follow a patient who 
needs help to do minimum blood sampling, or to help gather 
information on his or her hyperlipidemia status (such as 
cholesterol and triglycerides), and anti-coagulation status.
 During the House of Delegates morning session, the School’s 
Vote & Vax Initiative for administering influenza vaccines in 
Prince George’s County on Election Day 2010 was recognized 
from the floor with a resolution. Students and faculty from the 
School provided seasonal flu vaccine to 153 individuals, 42 of 
whom were vaccinated against the seasonal flu for the first time. 
The initiative was a project of the School’s American Pharmacists 
Association-Academy of Student Pharmacists and the Student 
Section of the Maryland Public Health Association.
 Legislators thanked the students for visiting, sending them off 
with messages of support and offering career and life lessons to 
help them succeed as working pharmacists.
 Senator Robert Garagiola of Montgomery County said, “As 
pharmacists in your communities, use that voice on issues 
because the representatives get bombarded with requests. … In 
many respects, this is where the rubber meets the road. What the 
legislature does depends on who gets heard.”
 Delegate Jolene Ivey of Prince George’s County said, “Thank 
you for visiting and educating us, because we are not experts on 
very much. We are generalists and need experts like you to come 
in and let us know what is going on.” b

Senator Robert Garagiola of Montgomery County (center back) with Dean 
Eddington and students. 

Students Advocate 
Expanded P3, Point of Care 
to General Assembly

Abramson Receives 
PLS Outstanding 
Advisor Award

Frank Palumbo, PhD, JD, executive director of the School’s Center on Drugs and 
Public Policy, presents Diane Hoffmann with a plaque.
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Michelle Andoll, BSP ’90, JD, owner of Harlem Gardens Pharmacy, 
was inducted on April 28 into the Dean’s Hall of Fame for 
Distinguished Community Pharmacists as part of the annual ban-
quet of the School’s student chapter of the National Community 
Pharmacists Association (NCPA).
 The award, created in 2006, recognizes leadership, entrepre-
neurship, and passion for independent pharmacy. 
 In selecting Andoll, School of Pharmacy Dean Natalie D. 
Eddington, PhD ’89, BSP, FAAPS, said she can think of no one 
who better lives those ideals. “Michelle accepted the challenge 
that is independent pharmacy because of her commitment to the 
community her store serves,” said Eddington.
  “It is wonderful to know that someone sees the value in what 
I am doing and understands the many forces that make indepen-
dent community practice extra challenging,” said Andoll.
 She graduated from the School of Pharmacy in 1990 and from 
the University of Maryland School of Law in 1996. During her 
law school years, Andoll worked in almost every practice setting, 
including community, long-term care, pediatrics, and home infu-
sion, making her a versatile pharmacist.
 Andoll’s career has taken her from volunteer legal work with 
the Maryland Office of Administrative Hearings and the Office of 
the Attorney General’s Health Education and Advocacy Unit of the 
Consumer Protection Division to four years as a pharmacist com-
pliance officer with the Maryland Board of Pharmacy.

 In 2003, Andoll made 
another career move, becom-
ing manager and then owner 
of the new Harlem Gardens 
Pharmacy, which sits just a few 
blocks from the School.
 “One of the most impor-
tant influences for me is hav-
ing the support of the Harlem 
Park community,” said Andoll.  
 “I am proud to say that with their continued support and 
encouragement, I have been able to fill a void.”
 In addition Andoll volunteers for organizations such as the 
Maryland Pharmacists Association, the Maryland Pharmaceutical 
Society, and the Harlem Park Neighborhood Council. She serves 
as a preceptor for the School of Pharmacy and is a participant 
in the Maryland P3 (Patients, Pharmacists, Partnerships) Program. 
She is also a member of the governor’s Task Force on the Discipline 
 of Health Care Professionals and Improved Patient Care.
  “While I am very proud of what I have been able to accomplish 
so far as an independent community pharmacy owner,” Andoll 
said, “I feel there is much more success to come and much more 
I hope to achieve.”
 The NCPA banquet also recognizes the School’s Leavitt 
Student Chapter and its new officers. b

Community Pharmacist Inducted 
into Dean’s Hall of Fame

Pharmacy Hall Addition Earns 
Gold LEED Certification

The School of Pharmacy’s new building has achieved a Gold  
certification from the U.S. Green Building Council for Leadership 
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), a ranking above the 
Silver certification required of all new state buildings.
 “I am thrilled that our new Pharmacy Hall has earned a Gold 
ranking, making it one of the few education and research-inten-
sive Gold buildings located in an urban area,” says Natalie D. 
Eddington, PhD ’89, BSP, FAAPS, dean of the School of Pharmacy. 
“Our new home is already proving to be an oasis on our campus 
because of our light-filled atrium, large gathering spaces, and 
calming atmosphere. I’m proud that our design, construction, and 
management teams were able to produce a space that is not only 
beautiful but that also reduces its footprint through its numerous 
environmentally friendly features.”

 Planning for the Addition began in the early 1990s, with an 
eventual price tag for design, construction, and equipping/furnish-
ing of $85 million. As design progressed, in 2008, the state of 
Maryland mandated that all new buildings meet LEED Silver certifi-
cation. LEED is an internationally recognized green building certifi-
cation system that gives points to a structure based on the criteria 
it meets regarding water and energy efficiency, use of sustainable 
materials, indoor environmental quality, and sustainable site usage. 
Ranking ranges from Certified (the threshold qualification) up to 
Platinum, the highest level.
 Even before the state’s mandate, the University’s Office of 
Facilities Management had incorporated energy efficiency and 
sustainable practices into its design and construction projects. The 
School of Pharmacy’s facilities management division followed its 
lead both for cost savings and to set an example for the campus. 
 According to William Cooper, MBA, the School’s senior associ-
ate dean for administration and finance, building Pharmacy Hall 
Addition to LEED Gold standards wasn’t just the right thing to do 
because it meets the state’s mandate.   
 “We wanted to be a leader,” he says. b

Dean Eddington and Pamela Crowe with the award.

Dean Eddington and Michelle Andoll
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Robert Beardsley, RPh, PhD, 
MS, was re-elected as vice presi-
dent of the Accreditation Council 
of Pharmacy Education.  

Cynthia Boyle, PharmD ’96, 
FAPhA, received the W. Arthur 
Purdum Award from the Maryland 
Society of Health-System 
Pharmacists (MSHP).

Nicole Brandt, PharmD ’97, 
CGP, BCPP, FASCP, and  
Hoai-An Truong, PharmD 
’05, MPH, received a Merit 
Presentation Award for “Maryland 
Medication Therapy Management 
Training Initiative: Impact and 
Perceptions of Pharmacists 
Participants,” which they present-
ed at the American Pharmacists 
Association (APhA) Annual 
Meeting and Exposition. 

Thomas Dowling, PharmD, 
PhD, presented “Dialysis: 
Just What Is It?” at the 17th 
Annual American Society of 
Consultant Pharmacists Mid-
Atlantic Conference and “Use of 
Cockcroft-Gault vs. MDRD for 
Renal Drug Dosing” at the 2011 
MSHP meeting. He published 
“Clinical Assessment of Kidney 
Function” in DiPiro Pharmaco-
therapy: A Pathophysiologic 
Approach, eighth edition. 

Natalie D. Eddington, PhD ’89, 
BSP, FAAPS, received a Special 
Leader Award from the YWCA of 
Greater Baltimore.

Jeffrey Gonzales, PharmD, 
BCPS, has been named to the 
Steering Committee for the 
Critical Care Pharmacotherapy 
Trials Network. 

Stuart Haines, PharmD, BCPS, 
BC-ADM, presented “The Highs 
and Lows of Thyroid Dysfunction” 
to the Palm Beach Society of 
Health-System Pharmacists; 
“Anti-Diabetic Agents: What 
the Cardiac Care Team Needs 
to Know” at the American 
College of Clinical Pharmacy 
(ACCP) Annual Meeting; and 
“Learner-Centered Teaching in 
the Pharmacy Curriculum” at 
the ACCP Academy of Teaching 
and Learning. He also pre-
sented the following at the 
APhA Annual Meeting and 
Exposition: “How Do You Expect 
Me to Pay for All of This?,” “I 
Can’t Take the Pressure,” and 
“Individualizing and Titrating 
Insulin Regimens.” He published 
“Venous Thromboembolism” 
in DiPiro Pharmacotherapy: A 
Pathophysiologic Approach, eighth 
edition. 

Margaret Hayes, MS, has been 
named one of the Maryland Daily 
Record’s Top 100 Women and has 
been inducted into its Circle of 
Excellence. 

Donna Huynh, PharmD, BCPS, 
MA; Charmaine Rochester, 
PharmD, BCPS, CDE; Deborah 
Sturpe, PharmD, BCPS; and 
Kathryn Kiser, PharmD, 
BCPS, published “Readiness 
for Self-Directed Learning and 
Academic Performance in an 
Abilities Laboratory Course” in 
the American Journal of Pharmacy 
Education.

Runyan Jin, MD, PhD, and 
Thomas Dowling, PharmD, 
PhD, presented “Population 
Pharmacodynamic Model in 

Patients with Chronic Hepatitis C 
Virus Genotype 1” at the annual 
meeting of the American College 
of Clinical Pharmacy. 

Wendy Klein-Schwartz, 
PharmD ’77, MPH; Suzanne 
Doyon, MD, ACMT; and 
Thomas Dowling, PharmD, 
PhD, published “Drug Absorption 
Efficacy and Palatability of a Novel 
Charcoal Cookie Formulation” in 
Pharmacotherapy.

Cherokee Layson-Wolf, PharmD 
’00, was appointed to the APhA’s 
Community Pharmacy Advisory 
Panel. 

Raymond Love, PharmD ’77, 
BCPP, FASHP, was named a 
Distinguished Practitioner by the 
National Academy of Pharmacy 
Practice. 

The Maryland Poison Center was 
named a finalist in the community 
outreach category of the Maryland 
Daily Record’s Health Care Heroes 
Awards.

Jill Morgan, PharmD, BCPS, 
was installed as president of the 
MSHP. 

C. Daniel Mullins, PhD, MA, 
and Eberechukwu Onukwugha, 
PhD, published “The Potential 
Impact of Comparative 
Effectiveness Research on the 
Health of Minority Populations” 
in Health Affairs. Onukwugha 
also was awarded a pilot project 
grant by the American Cancer 
Society Institutional Research 
Grant Committee and was named 
chair-elect for 2011-2013 for the 
Student Chapter’s Faculty Advisor 

Council of the International 
Society for Pharmacoeconomics 
and Outcomes Research. 

Frank Palumbo, PhD, JD, was 
installed as president of the 
American Society of Pharmacy 
Law.

Charmaine Rochester, 
PharmD, BCPS, CDE, presented 
“Medication NonAdherence: A 
Hidden Epidemic Exposed” at the 
University of Maryland Medical 
Center Diabetes Continuing 
Education Conference.

Deborah Sturpe, PharmD, 
BCPS, published “Endometriosis” 
in DiPiro Pharmacotherapy: A 
Pathophysiologic Approach, eighth 
edition.

Meghan Sullivan, PharmD, 
RPh, was appointed to a three-
year term with the Pharmacy 
Today editorial advisory board.

Hoai-An Truong, PharmD ’05, 
MPH, was promoted to assistant 
professor in the Department of 
Pharmaceutical Health Services 
Research. He is also assis-
tant director of the School’s 
Experiential Learning Program.

Kathryn Walker, PharmD, 
BCPS, completed the MedStar 
Health Teaching Scholars 
program, which is part of the 
MedStar Health Research 
Institute.
 

Laurels

Andrew G. DuMez Memorial Lecture
Carolyn Clancy, MD, director of the federal Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, delivered the 
School’s annual Andrew G. DuMez Memorial Lecture on May 2. She spoke on current challenges to 
improve the quality of health care, as well as pharmacists’ roles in those challenges. b
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BY SUSIE FLAHERTY

Pioneers Pave the Way
at Shady Grove

Four years ago, the School of Pharmacy took an innovative route by imple-
menting distance-learning technology to respond to a looming statewide 
pharmacist shortage. The School expanded its PharmD program to the 
Universities at Shady Grove (USG) in Rockville, Md., enrolling 40 addi-
tional students in fall 2007. Some members of the School’s first graduat-
ing group of Shady Grove students, the Class of 2011, have also traveled 
innovative paths to become pioneers on the satellite campus.
  Jacob Wesley, 29, graduated from Pennsylvania State University with a 
BA in philosophy and a BS in biochemistry and molecular biology. After 
receiving an MS in biotechnology from Johns Hopkins University, he 
was headed along the PhD track in biochemistry when he learned about 

Gov. Martin O’Malley, shown with SOP faculty, staff, and Class of 2011 students, provided
the keynote address at the Universities at Shady Grove graduation celebration in May.

6    capsule   www.pharmacy.umaryland.edu   
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the critical role a pharmacist can play in bridging the gap 
between bench work and patient care. The Michigan native 
was hooked on pharmacy and studying at the University 
of Maryland, so he switched gears to join the first class at 
Shady Grove in 2007. 
 Catherine Lee, 31, began a career in accounting after 
getting her BA in finance and management information 
systems from Miami University of Ohio. “I come from 
a family of doctors and pharmacists—and I couldn’t see 
myself continuing in accounting,” she says. The Cleveland 
native went back to school for two years of pre-pharmacy 
undergraduate work at Ohio State University and started at 
Shady Grove in 2007.
 These students pioneered a new way of learning the 
pharmacy curriculum in Maryland when the School of 
Pharmacy opened the satellite campus in Montgomery 
County. It’s called hybrid learning. Lectures delivered 
at the main campus in Baltimore are recorded and then 
uploaded to a website where the students can log in at 
anytime to view the material. 
 Students also participate in live synchronous classes 
and activities where students and faculty from each 
campus can see and hear each other. Labs, small group 
activities, meetings of different organizations, and exams 
are conducted at the Shady Grove campus. If interested, 
Shady Grove students can travel to Baltimore for meetings, 
occasional lectures or elective courses, and some summer 
research internships. 
 On May 20, Wesley and Lee walked across the stage 
as the Shady Grove students joined their Baltimore-based 
counterparts in commencement ceremonies for the 
School of Pharmacy. Heather Congdon, PharmD, BCPS, 
assistant dean for Shady Grove and an assistant profes-
sor in the Department of Pharmacy Practice and Science 
(PPS), describes the first graduating class from the satel-
lite campus as “flexible trailblazers. They’re a great group 
of incredibly successful and adaptable people. I’m really 
proud of them.” 

 Wesley agrees with Congdon’s assessment of his class-
mates. “We’re very driven, but I think we were a little 
more laid-back when we first came into the program.” The 
students traveled to the Baltimore campus the first year for 
practice labs and experienced the growing pains of a new 
program along with the Shady Grove faculty. “We didn’t 
expect perfection, and we were definitely the guinea pigs,” 
he adds with a laugh. “Technology is wonderful, but it can 
be a little overwhelming.” 
 After commencement, the graduates headed to differ-
ent locations around the U.S., with at least nine taking 
up additional study as residents, says Congdon. Wesley 
is enrolled in a two-year School of Pharmacy fellowship 
in clinical drug delivery at MedImmune in Gaithersburg, 
Md. It’s the first fellowship in the biotechnology industry 
for the School, notes Dean Natalie D. Eddington, PhD ’89, 
BPS, FAAPS. Lee is taking up a PGY1 residency at the 
University of Washington Medical Center in Seattle along 
with two graduates from the Baltimore campus. 
 Wesley and Lee agree that the School of Pharmacy has 
prepared them well for their next step. “The School did an 
excellent job of giving me the skill set and knowledge—and 
the confidence—to specialize in something and become a 
better pharmacist,” says Lee.
  

Solving a Pharmacist Shortage–Fast!
Paving the way for these successful pioneers was no easy 
road. It began in 2006 when Maryland was facing a short-
age of pharmacists. Expansion of enrollment in Baltimore 
was constrained by a lack of space. The University 
System of Maryland Board of Regents asked the School of 
Pharmacy to deliver a plan to alleviate the workforce short-
age more quickly than the time it would take to build a 
larger facility in Baltimore. 
 Former Dean David A. Knapp, PhD, recalls the regents’ 
message. “We were asked to complete what was a 10-year 
enrollment project plan in 18 months.” The plan was to 

“They’re a great group of incredibly 

successful and adaptable people.”
—HEATHER CONGDON

summer 2011     7
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increase enrollment by 40 students each year at a satel-
lite campus to augment the 120 students at the downtown 
Baltimore location.
 The first step was to find out if the School and the 
University of Maryland had the resources to do it. “We set 
up five groups charged with different responsibilities and 
gave them one month to report back with their findings.” 
The next step was drafting a business plan, which went 
through “probably more than 20 iterations,” recalls Knapp, 
who is now a professor of pharmaceutical health services 
research at Shady Grove. Support from the regents, from 
former University of Maryland President David J. Ramsay, 
DM, DPhil, and USG Executive Director Stewart Edelstein, 
PhD, was critical to the success of the project and the ambi-
tious timeline, notes Knapp.
 The Montgomery County location was a natural fit for 
the School of Pharmacy with its location along the I-270 
research and biotechnology corridor and access to govern-
ment and industry partners for internships, rotations, 
pharmacy residents, and pharmacy fellows. The expansion 
to Montgomery County resulted in more opportunities for 
all School of Pharmacy (SOP) students, not just the Shady 
Grove students. 
 “We had good relationships with the National Institutes 
of Health and the Food and Drug Administration previ-
ously,” says Congdon, “but they’ve been significantly 
enhanced with our presence at Shady Grove. And we’ve 
beefed up our partnerships in the region to improve oppor-
tunities.”
 Another major consideration for choosing USG for a 

satellite campus location was the campus 
infrastructure was already in place, notes 
Knapp. As an umbrella campus for nine 
institutions in the University System 
of Maryland, USG offers more than 
60 academic programs in three build-
ings in a wooded suburban location in 
Montgomery County. Along with typical 
student services and support, USG also 
supplies information technology support 
to the pharmacy program. To keep costs 
down, the SOP decided to handle the 
educational delivery system in house and 
beefed up its technology staff. 
     “With this new system, the School 
was challenged to learn new teaching 
practices,” says Eddington, who became 
dean just a month before the first class 

began at Shady Grove. “The dynamic of the traditional 
methods of learning was changing,” she says. “And we had 
to answer the question: How do we best deliver our curricu-
lum through this new distance-learning technology, keep 
students engaged, and assess outcomes?”
 Certain elements were vital to the program’s success, 
says Eddington. “Ensuring that students had appropriate 
access to the curriculum and that we could respond rap-
idly to technological challenges was the first priority.” And 
along with providing practice opportunities for students 
and faculty, partnership development was critical to estab-
lishing the SOP’s footprint in the Shady Grove area, notes 
Eddington. 
 Creating a distance-learning program based on Web 
access and interaction can still be challenging, notes 
Congdon. “We always run synchronous test sessions before 
each semester, but unforeseen issues still arise. And it’s not 
always easy to figure out why,” she adds.

 
‘The Beauty’ and ‘The Beast’
Adding new technology or enhancing existing technology 
is always on Congdon’s mind—and the mind of Meghan 
Sullivan, PharmD, RPh, an assistant professor in PPS and 
manager of the pharmacy practice lab at Shady Grove. 
Keeping up to date with the latest dispensing technolo-
gies and counseling techniques are two skills developed at 
the lab under Sullivan’s watchful eye. The comprehensive 
2,000-square-foot lab houses a community pharmacy, an 

Catherine Lee and Jacob Wesley
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open area for patient counseling, and two institutional phar-
macies that include a mock clean room, unit dosing machines, 
and a medication cart.
 In small groups, students learn on the 7-foot robotic dis-
pensing machine that they have dubbed “the beast.” It’s one of 
only three or four such machines in use in practice labs in the 
U.S., says Sullivan, and Shady Grove students have served as 
successful pilot testers for technology to be incorporated into 
the new Pharmacy Hall on the Baltimore campus. “We make 
the lab environment as real to them as possible,” says Sullivan, 
“and incorporate stories and experiences of our own.”
  “These students are amazing—they are the best,” says 
Sullivan. “Their enthusiasm for pharmacy is inspiring to me.” 
Faculty and students at Shady Grove agree that the satellite 
campus has a great sense of camaraderie and a close-knit feel-
ing—along with a sense of fun. When the 2011 class members 
started training with Sullivan and the ScriptPro robot in 2008, 
they also gave Sullivan a nickname—“The Beauty.” 

Making It Comparable
Along with technology, something else that is always on 
Congdon’s mind is making sure that the student experience 
at Shady Grove is comparable in all regards—academics, 
extracurricular activities, and professional opportunities—to 
the student experience at the Baltimore campus, despite very 
different physical campuses and cultures. She’s happy with 
the statistics that show the students at Shady Grove perform 
as well as their Baltimore counterparts on exams and other 
assessments. 
 “To meet the requirements of the Accreditation Council for 

Pharmacy Education, we have to make sure the experiences 
between campuses are comparable,” says Congdon. “Now that 
we’ve graduated our first cohort, we are confident that all of 
our graduates are competent to be leaders of their profession.”
 Eddington echoes that confidence. “It’s critical that student 
performance at Shady Grove is no different from student 
performance in Baltimore,” she says. “In fact, we have not 
observed any statistical differences for any courses for any 
semester for any year between the two groups.” 
 Students of the Class of 2011 gave the extracurricular 
aspect a boost when they formed their own social organiza-
tion at Shady Grove—the DSPA—or D.C. Metro Student 
Pharmacists Association. “We started it on our own in the first 
year,” says Wesley, who values the friendships he developed 
with students and faculty as the “best thing I’ve gotten at 
Maryland.”
 Eager to boost the flagging attendance of Lambda Kappa 
Sigma (LKS), a social and service fraternity that promotes pro-
fessional growth and women’s health issues, Wesley teamed 
up with his roommate Justin Constantino to revive the SOP 
chapter. “There were three members and two out of the three 
were from Shady Grove,” says Wesley. “We recruited 20-some 
people, and now many of the organization activities stem from 
the Shady Grove campus.” Wesley was treasurer for one term, 
and Constantino served as president in 2010. The executive 
board of LKS thanked Wesley and Constantino for helping to 
keep the chapter alive.
 No matter how you measure it, the first graduating class 
demonstrates the resounding success of the satellite campus 
program. “When I look back, we’ve come leaps and bounds,” 
says Congdon with a smile. b

“It’s critical that student performance at  

Shady Grove is no different from student 

performance in Baltimore.”
—DEAN NATALIE D. EDDINGTON

summer 2011     9
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Provide Class in
Roundtables
Learning and Living

Student and Alumni

On April 28 and April 21, respectively, School of 

Pharmacy graduate students and PhD alumni, and 

PharmD students and PharmD alumni, gathered in 

Pharmacy Hall for roundtable discussions on graduate 

school, careers, and building professional networks.  

Here are excerpts from those discussions:
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MODERATOR:
Susan DosReis (MOD), PhD ’99, associate professor, Department 
of Pharmaceutical Health Services Research (PHSR), University of 
Maryland School of Pharmacy

STUDENTS:
Angelique Besold (AB), Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences (PSC)
Michelle Campbell (MC), PHSR 
Sarah Dutcher (SD), PHSR
Diana Johnson (DJ), PSC
Katherine Joyner (KJ), PSC
Emily Reese (ER), PHSR
Samantha Shoemaker (SS), PHSR
Aaron Smith (AS), PSC

ALUMNI:
Hazem Hassan (HH), PhD ’07, postdoctoral fellow, 
PSC, University of Maryland School of Pharmacy 
Hassan, an assistant professor at Helwan University School of Pharmacy 
in Egypt, is on sabbatical and completing a postdoctoral fellowship at 
the University of Maryland School of Pharmacy. His research focuses 
on elucidating underlying mechanisms that impact drug therapy 
optimization with a focus on drug transporters, pharmacokinetics (PK), and 
pharmacodynamics (PD), with specific emphasis on unraveling the factors 
affecting PK and PD of antibiotics in preterm neonates.  
 
Naissan Hussainzada (NH), PhD ’09, ORISE postdoctoral fellow in 
molecular toxicology, U.S. Army Center for Environmental Health 
Research
Hussainzada serves as principal investigator for multiple research projects 

that merge systems biology approaches with functional “omics” technologies 
and bioinformatics to elucidate toxicity mechanisms and identify biomarkers 
of exposure and effect for a variety of militarily relevant chemicals. She is a 
former graduate student in PSC.

Danielle Lavallee (DL), PharmD, PhD ’08, research director and Patient 
and Consumer Advisory Committee coordinator, Center for Medical 
Technology Policy (CMTP)
Lavallee serves as a liaison to CMTP’s Patient and Consumer Advisory 
Committee to ensure that internal methods of patient engagement are 
continuously assessed and refined. In addition, she assists in shaping 
processes in priority setting, study design, and other major projects to 
reflect patient and consumer perspectives. She also serves as CMTP’s senior 
project manager for the Community Forum, an Agency for Healthcare 
Research and Quality-funded initiative to improve the science of stakeholder 
engagement in comparative effectiveness research to ensure clinical research 
is more relevant to end users. She is a former graduate student in PHSR.

Euni Lee (EL), PharmD, PhD, associate professor, Howard University 
School of Pharmacy 
A former postdoctoral fellow at the School of Pharmacy in PHSR, Lee 
serves as the director of the graduate program in pharmaceutical science 
and as co-director of the Center for Minority Health Services Research, 
where she is responsible for improving the quality and productivity of the 
graduate program as well as fostering interdisciplinary collaborations in 
health services research within Howard University to reduce gaps in health 
disparity. 

BY GWEN NEWMAN

Alumni Urge PhD Students 
to ‘Use Resources’ and 
‘Don’t Box Yourself In’

PhD ROUNDTABLE

Emily Reese

Sarah Dutcher, Aaron 
Smith, and Diana Johnson

Moderator Susan DosReis
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MOD: We have students at various stages of their graduate 
education in both pharmaceutical sciences and pharmaceutical 
health services research, and alumni who have gone into a 
variety of fields. It helps to see and hear how others have 
progressed through the program, so I’ll open with the 
students first.

SS: This is either a simple or difficult question but one that 
you probably get a lot. In thinking about where you wanted to 
go in your career, how did you know what field you wanted to 
go into? Or did you? 

DL: I’ve had three jobs since I finished my PhD as a result 
of taking advantage of new opportunities that came about 
that were in line with my career goals and interests. I took 
an initial position and then through that work was exposed 
to new opportunities. Then somebody got my CV and called 
me. I looked up the company and thought the opportunity 
sounded interesting and worth pursuing. The one thing all 
of you have is a very rich education, and with that you have a 
lot of opportunities open to you. So it’s asking questions and 
doing investigative work in terms of what your interests are 
and what matches up with your individual goal set.

NH: I definitely agree. Use your resources. Find people 
around you, whether they are your mentors, your friends 
or people you meet at meetings. Really try to connect. Put 
yourself out there and be proactive.

MC:  It looks like three-fourths of you have a PharmD 
background but none of us on this side do. Is not having that 
clinical background a hindrance in the job market? 

EL: It depends on where you’re looking. In academic 
institutions, certainly they have a preference for someone 
who has pharmacy training or an understanding of pharmacy. 
But I see a lot of successful academicians without PharmD 
training.

NH: If you’re open to doing postdoctoral fellowships or 
additional training, there are clinical and applied aspects that 
you can gain from this type of training. And there are, in the 
current job market, a variety of jobs that require a variety of 
different skill sets. Whether you have one thing or another 
probably won’t be a make-or-break if you’re passionate about 
what you’re doing. First you have to decide what you want 
to do.

KJ: How much did you keep your eye on the broader range of 
the pharmaceutical industry or the wider applications of your 
specific topics while working on your PhD?  

HH: I want to thank you for asking this question. I have met 
so many PhD students who were not really sure what they 
wanted to do, so they were not ready for what comes next and 
it took them some time to streamline their careers. It’s really 
a very good idea now to start looking through and to skim 

PhD ROUNDTABLE
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the job postings and the ads. If you’re not strong in one area, 
you’re at a point where you can invest more time and effort to 
work on it in order to become more competitive and qualified 
for the future job you picture yourself in.

Postdoctoral Benefits
MOD: I know there are a lot of different opinions on this, but 
is a postdoctoral fellowship really a crucial piece of the training 
that positions you to better understand where you want to go 
and does that make you more marketable afterward? 

EL: For me, postdoctoral training was a very essential 
component that really solidified where I wanted to focus the 
rest of my career.  
 
NH: I’d strongly encourage a postdoc, especially for those who 
are undecided still. It gives you the opportunity to feel things 
out for yourself. I would encourage you to check out your 
options and to consider those years as an investment in your 
future.  

AB: Do you think it’s more difficult to obtain a postdoc 
position if you want to do it in a field completely unrelated to 
your graduate research? I would be so worried that I wouldn’t 
have the necessary skill set.

AS: Let me add to that question. Did you find it was more 
difficult to find a job without it? Did you already know you 
wanted to do a postdoc right after you finished your PhD 
thesis?  
 

DL: I did not do a postdoc. I did not even consider doing 
a postdoc because I’d been in school for a very long time 
[laughter]. By the time I got done, I wanted to collaborate with 
people and I wanted to get that real-world experience. I’d done 
a lot of things already, so I felt pretty comfortable not doing a 
postdoc.

HH: It really depends on what kind of field you are pursuing. 
For those who want to pursue a career in basic research, it is 
a requirement to have at least three to five years of postdoc 
training to consider applying for a job. However, for those 
who want to pursue a career in applied research, having 
postdoctoral training is advantageous but not a requirement. 

ER: Talking about transitioning from school, I’m working 
on dissertation ideas now. Any suggestions? [laughter] How 
much do you feel that your dissertation drove you into what 
you’re doing now, whether it be the topic or the field in which 
you now work? 

DL: I picked my topic because it was an area that was 
grounded in my interest and combined pharmacy practice 
with research. And it reaffirmed that I really do want to be 
focused on patient care. But I’m not sure which was first. I 
think it was more that my passion [for patient-focused care] 
drove my dissertation topic. 

EL: Your competency and the skills you’re bringing in and 
your openness in working with other people, I think that’s 
more important than the dissertation topic itself.

Euni Lee Hazem Hassan

Samantha Shoemaker
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Regrets
MC: As we progress through our programs, do you have a 
cautionary tale or pearl of wisdom for us? 

EL: I had a research opportunity come up that I refused. 
I was really tired and ready to move on to other topics. 
Looking back, I could have collaborated with someone or 
perhaps been open to other areas of research. I should have 
been more open-minded. 

HH: If I have one regret, it’s that I didn’t fight for an 
internship before graduation. When you get an opportunity 
to work somewhere else, you will be acquainted with not 
only new techniques but also new schools of thought and 
experts in the field whose opinions do matter. 

KJ: In your careers, has there been a person—maybe a new 
faculty member or a postdoc—who had something that 
made you go “Wow, that was a really marketable thing” and 
it was so impressive to you that it made you stop and notice 
them? Who are the stars and what do they have?

NH: Someone who knows enough to be dangerous about 
a lot of things, particularly outside of their niche specialty. 
That’s someone I look at and say, “Wow, you impress me.” 

HH: The good thing about science is that it’s acquired. It’s 
not something you’re born with. With that said, it’s fairly 
obvious. Stars have a passion for whatever they are doing; 
they invest more time and effort to distinguish themselves 
from their peers. If you embrace the same attitude, you will 
become the star you want to be.  

MOD:  I think the question is how do you go out and 
showcase yourself as stars? You all have excellent skill sets. 
Go out and communicate that and you will be a star! b

Future Goals
DJ: We’ve talked about the beginning of your career. Where do 
you see yourselves at the end of your career? What are your goals?

NH: Hopefully, doing something we enjoy. You want to be 
someplace where your skill set is constantly expanding and you’re 
capable of mobility. Your network, who you know, and what you 
learn along the way will probably be far more of a determinant to 
where you end up than what you think you’ll be doing. 

DL: When I started [undergraduate] college, I was pre-law. If 
anyone had told me that I was going to be a pharmacist, I would 
have laughed. If you had told me I’d have a PhD, I would have 
laughed even harder. I’ve changed direction and that could scare 
some people, but I think that’s the fun of it, too. 

NH: Yes, don’t box yourself in. It’s OK to think of non-traditional 
careers and to take unexpected paths.  

SD: Right now, in our second and third years, what should we be 
doing to prepare ourselves for the actual transition to a career? 

NH: Network, network, network. When you go to scientific 
meetings, go up to people. Talk to them, introduce yourself, 
and don’t be timid. I would highly recommend the professional 
networking site LinkedIn as a service that you start using now. 
Take advantage of opportunities to market your research, and 
yourself, to people inside and outside of your industry and target 
areas you think you may be interested in. Be as proactive as 
possible. 

DL: You have a lot of leverage being students. Use your student 
status. It will help you get data for your dissertation. It will help 
you meet new people. I’ve had wonderful mentors. And people 
want to help students. Use that to explore different areas and find 
out about different paths.

HH: In addition to networking, publish as often as you can. 
And give some presentations, specifically at national meetings. 
Knowing you can present to experts in your field will give you 
confidence and help you mature as a scientist. 

DL: I would recommend teaching classes. If you go into academia, 
it gives you great training to get started, but it also gives you a 
good skill set for communicating at whatever work you do.

Danielle Lavallee

Angelique Besold
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MODERATOR:
Mary Lynn McPherson (MOD), PharmD ’86, professor, Department of 
Pharmacy Practice and Science (PPS), University of Maryland School of 
Pharmacy

STUDENTS:
Vicky Dang (VD), Class of 2012
Andrew Haines (AH), Class of 2013 
Jason Hodge (JH), Class of 2013
Namrata Thakkar (NT), Class of 2014
Jackie Tran (JT), Class of 2013 

ALUMNI:
Lt. Mathilda Fienkeng (MF), PharmD ’08, senior regulatory review officer, 
Division of Drug Marketing, Advertising and Communications (DDMAC), 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
Fienkeng reviews and evaluates prescription drug advertisements and 
promotional labeling to ensure that the information is not false or misleading, 
and that regulatory requirements are consistently and equitably applied. 
Outside of the FDA, Fienkeng practices as an inpatient staff pharmacist at a 
hospital in Baltimore.

Cherokee Layson-Wolf (CLW), PharmD ’00, assistant professor, PPS, 
University of Maryland School of Pharmacy
Layson-Wolf is director of practice labs and director of the community 
pharmacy residency at the School of Pharmacy. She serves as course manager 

of an abilities lab course, and the community pharmacy advanced pharmacy 
practice experiences. Her main areas of interest are in immunizations and 
medication therapy management.  

Andrew Levine (AL), PharmD ’07, director, Clinical Pharmacy Services, 
Bravo Health
At Bravo Health, a HealthSpring company, Levine oversees the daily
operations of the health plan¹s pharmacy benefit and pharmaceutical-related
components of its medical benefit by leading a team of clinical pharmacists
and pharmacy technicians in serving Medicare beneficiaries.

Norbert Robinson (NR), BSP ’94, RPh, MBA, director of pharmacy 
services, Kernan Orthopaedics and Rehabilitation Hospital
Robinson oversees pharmacy services for the outpatient clinics and the 
inpatient units throughout Kernan and also oversees a retail pharmacy that 
provides prescription services to discharged patients, hospital employees, and 
their dependents. 

Robert Wright (RW), PharmD ’03, pharmacy manager, Outpatient 
Intravenous Services and Pharmacy Investigational Drug Services, 
Anne Arundel Medical Center
Wright provides clinical pharmacy services to the hospital’s physicians, 
nurses, and patients, including oncology/chemotherapy, blood and blood 
product transfusions, hydrations, intravenous antibiotic therapy for adults 
and neonates, plasmapheresis, investigational drug services, immune globulin 
infusion therapies, drug information, and pharmacokinetic services.

PharmD ROUNDTABLE
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Experience’ Are Key, 
PharmD Alums Say
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MOD: I always tell my advisees that pharmacy school is your 
chance to spread your wings. Alums, how do you think students 
should best spend their time in school and explore all their 
options?

NR: There are some professions where you do not get the 
opportunity to spend a day in the life and really see what it’s 
like. The fact that it is built into your program, that you can pick 
a rotation and see what the work is like, is a great opportunity. 
I think you should speak to as many people as you can, inside 
and outside a rotation, and get different perspectives. Ask people 
what they love, what they hate. This is the perfect time to explore 
your options. You might think you love pediatrics, but look at 
geriatrics. It’s hard to say what you really like unless you have 
something to compare it to.

MF: You may sell yourself short when you limit your options. 
An experience in any area of pharmacy can be translated to 
another area. So even if you go on a rotation in an area that isn’t 
of interest to you, what you learn there can be used elsewhere, 
which I found true in my experience.

AL: I did focus on managed care pharmacy because I did know 
that’s what I wanted to do. I think if you do know what you want 
to do, I recommend you try and gain as much experience as you 
can in that field to verify it is, in fact, what you want.

JH: Does it look bad to potential employers, though, if you don’t 
know what you want to do and therefore your experience is 
diverse?

AL: Life is unpredictable. You could set out to do this one thing 
and that opportunity may not be present when you graduate. 
I don’t think either—having a focus or not—is better. It really 
depends on timing. When I came out of school I wanted to do 

managed care, but there wasn’t a position right away. So I held 
out and did retail pharmacy part time. Right now, I understand 
that people graduating have less choice out of school. A lot 
of what will happen when you graduate is dependent on the 
opportunities in front of you. 

Choosing Rotations
MOD: I think it is very important for students to explore areas 
they don’t think they like, as well as areas they do like. It can be a 
valuable learning experience. Does the panel agree?

CLW: I think that’s so important. Rotations are interesting 
because there are some things students look forward to and 
others they dread. While it’s OK to have those perceptions, it’s 
important to keep an open mind about what you could possibly 
learn from that rotation. People told me I wasted my time when I 
did a community residency, especially because the job market was 
so good when I left school, but I felt the residency training would 
be valuable. To this day, I still say I learned more in that one year 
than I could have learned in 10. 

AL: I think it is important to know there’s no right or wrong 
formula when you are selecting a class or determining a field. I 
would try to stay focused on what you want to do, but also look at 
what’s happening around you and remember to have fun.

AH: What has been the role of your network in your career, the 
people you met in school and after graduation?

NR: Pharmacy is a small world so networking is extremely 
important. To me, everything comes down to three things: effort, 
exposure, and experience. You obviously need to put in effort and 
get experience through rotations and job experience. You also 

Andrew Levine

Vicky Dang
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need exposure: to be seen not only by pharmacy leadership 
but nursing leadership, physician leadership, and respiratory 
therapy leadership—all the customers you serve—in order to 
advance in your career. There’s always someone smarter who 
has been there longer, so those three things will help give you 
an edge and drive you a long way.

What Employers Want
MOD: I have a question for Bob [Wright]. If you were going to 
hire one of these young people, what would you be looking for 
in a candidate in this tough economic time?

RW: First, I look at what I need and what you can bring to 
fill that need. It’s one thing to be vibrant and fresh from 
school with current knowledge; I expect that from someone 
graduating in your position. I look for experience, and you can 
have that in short periods of time and I’ll know by your carriage 
and your ability to communicate technically and at a patient 
level what you’ve learned. It is immediately apparent what 
you’ve been exposed to. 

MOD: I think it is so important and helpful for students to be 
involved in professional groups, too. Does the panel agree?

RW: It’s absolutely vital. If you don’t know who is in the 
marketplace with you it limits you in several ways. It limits 
your upward mobility, and you miss out on opportunities if you 
don’t keep your network alive. Professional groups are sources 
of information, too. If you are stuck on something, you can call 
a friend. For example, if I had a managed care problem, I could 
call Andrew [Levine]. 

MOD: Mathilda, I think a lot of people want to work in public 
health. What is public health looking for? And how did you get 
a position with the FDA?

MF: For a student without much experience, getting a good 
recommendation from a faculty member or preceptor is 
important. I believe that the references I got from faculty [Drs. 
David Roffman, Cynthia Boyle, and Jill Morgan] played a role 
in highlighting my strengths and achievements. Although I 
didn’t do a rotation with the FDA, when I applied to join the 
U.S. Public Health Service, I selected the FDA as a preferred 
agency. In reviewing applications, the associate director at 
DDMAC took notice of my CV and recommendations, and I 
got the call. It goes to show the importance of building your 
network. In terms of what they’re looking for in public health, 
whether you’re a student or someone in the field, I believe 
that your driving force is important and how you can relate the 
public health mission into your personal goals. 

Finding Life Balance
MOD: I think as a student it is so easy to be focused on the 
next test and here we are telling you to stay focused on the 
horizon. It all leads to the question of how do you keep a good 
life balance?

RW: I think one of two things can happen. Either you are 
defined by the work you do or you define the work you do. 
Money is good, but you can go through life and realize you 
have no relationships, no fun. Fun and diversity are very 
important.

PharmD ROUNDTABLE
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MOD: We say a job in academia isn’t so much a job as a lifestyle 
choice. As a younger faculty member, how do you do it all 
Cherokee?

CLW: Obviously, before my children were born I was more 
focused on career development. After they came along, I needed 
to ask myself: if there’s something I’m not around for is it 
something I’m going to regret? It comes down to setting priorities 
and realizing you can say no, though the nice thing about this job 
is that there is flexibility and autonomy.

NT: If you are looking to hire someone who has participated in a 
lot of extracurricular activities versus someone with good grades, 
does one look better than the other?

AL: I believe extracurriculars are secondary to other things we’ve 
discussed today. Networking, being involved in organizations, and 
knowing the right people is more beneficial than extracurricular 
activities. Getting experiences that will yield something of 
substance is important, and I think activities like community 
service, while important, are more favorably looked upon in 
college, for example, than in a corporate environment. 

MOD: I would actually like to ask the students what has been the 
most challenging part of pharmacy school and then give the panel 
a chance to respond.

JH: Second year. The incredible number of exams and putting in 
so much time and effort completely burned me out to the point 
that my grades actually suffered because I wasn’t sleeping and 
eating well. I actually learned to put the books aside for a little bit 
and spend time with my wife. In some cases, my grades actually 
went up when I put the books aside for a little while.

MF: I think you have the right idea. When I was in school I was 
very active and I had three kids. I tried to think of school like 
work where I put in eight hours so that when I went home, I had 
to at least try to have that balance. 

RW: You can’t worry about what you can’t control. I was married 
with children when I was in undergrad and it wasn’t easy. When 
I wasn’t in school, I was working or studying. You can control 
some aspects of your life to prevent yourself from burning out 
and that’s what you need to do because fatigue is going to affect 
things, like your ability to think critically.

CLW: Everyone always says second year is the most challenging. 
You need to realize the “A” isn’t the most important thing, it’s 
understanding the material that matters. Where the rubber meets 
the road is when you go on rotation.

Lifelong Learning
MOD: I think we can also agree that learning doesn’t stop with 
school—what are the panelists’ thoughts on lifelong learning?

RW: You need to purposely go about it or you’ll lose the desire. 
Some of us go back to school or study for a board certification 
exam. Those things will keep you sharp.

MF: The field of pharmacy and health care is changing. If 
you graduate in 2014 and in 2024 all you remember is your 
knowledge or the experience you had in school, you may become 
a relic. You may also get bored doing the same thing over and 
over, too. You must constantly reinvent yourself, and seize 
opportunities when your job will pay for you to return to school 
or to get a certificate. You must build and grow your career.

Cherokee Layson-Wolf

Andrew Haines

Jackie Tran
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MOD: When you look over your career, what have been your 
favorite and most challenging parts of the job?

NR: Being in a position to lead and put pharmacy at the 
forefront of the hospital has been rewarding. The challenge 
is dealing with individuals. As a leader, you make the tough 
decisions on discipline and that’s a difficult responsibility.

MF: I get to see the impact of what I do on labeling or drug 
promotion and how that impacts pharmacy and public 
health. The challenge is that at my current workplace, the 
work is never finished. I have 13 or more ongoing projects. 
I need to say to myself “work isn’t over, but it is over for 
today.”

AL: I like doing fun, innovative strategic things. Like Norbert, 
I also manage a large group and dealing with individual 
problems is challenging. You need to find a balance between 
enforcing rules and bending to personal needs.

RW: I like getting through the day and having positive 
outcomes for patients, clearing up any miscommunications 
and perceptions, and explaining to them what we’re doing 
and why. The challenge is increasingly the inability to get 
certain drugs in the marketplace.

VD: Looking back, did you have a missed opportunity at 
school?

RW: PharmD drifted through my head for 20 years or 
so before I went back to school, so it wasn’t a missed 
opportunity, it was a misplaced opportunity that I recovered 
from.

MOD: Let’s close by talking a bit about new experiences in 
pharmacy. Cherokee, any closing thoughts on what you see 
coming down the pipeline in pharmacy?

CLW: There are a lot of different things happening, especially 
in patient care. The challenge we have is that the population 
that knows our value is very limited. Pharmacists understand 
what we can contribute, but others do not. As pharmacists, 
we must constantly remind others of our capabilities. For 
example, when I was in pharmacy school we didn’t do 
immunizations. Now immunizations are the norm and 
medication therapy management is very predominant. 
I sought out a residency site with a high number of 
vaccinations so I could push myself to learn. As students, 
you are lucky to have the ability to participate in this level of 
care. 

MOD: I would like to thank everyone for being here today 
and sharing your thoughts and experiences. Thank you all. b

PharmD ROUNDTABLE

Dean Eddington welcomes 
participants to the PharmD 
roundtable.
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BY STEVE BERBERICH

Students, Peers 
Laud Beardsley

Since his arrival 
at the School 
of Pharmacy in 
1977, Robert 
Beardsley, RPh, 

PhD, MS, has been a favorite of students. A three-time recipi-
ent of the School’s Outstanding Teaching Award, as well as the 
Recognition Award from the Student Government Association 
and the Class of 2005, Beardsley has had a clear and direct 
impact on the thousands of students he has taught and men-
tored during the last 34 years. And now his dedication as an 
educator has been recognized on a national level.
 Beardsley is the 2011 recipient of the American Association 
of Colleges of Pharmacy’s (AACP) Robert K. Chalmers 
Distinguished Pharmacy Educator Award. 
 Beardsley is a professor in the School’s Department of 
Pharmaceutical Health Services Research (PHSR), where he 
is also vice chair of education. He is a course manager in the 
social behavioral aspects of pharmacy, with topics ranging  
from medication safety to patient counseling to care of the  
terminally ill. 
 “One of the most important messages is to teach students 
ideas that will be applicable in their possible practices in the 
real world,” says Beardsley. 
 AACP presents its top educator award each year to someone 
of national stature. Candidates are evaluated on their research 
and scholarly work, curriculum development, public service and 
outreach, as well as excellence in instruction.
  “Dr. Beardsley is a serious educator who clearly considers 
his students and their needs when planning his classes,” says 
Natalie D. Eddington, PhD ’89, BSP, FAAPS, dean of the School 
of Pharmacy. “Bob helps his graduate students understand the 
application of theories coming from the social sciences and 

health literature. He challenges his students to apply what they 
are learning to patient-centered practice. It is easy to understand 
why even his elective classes are regularly quite full, and why so 
many students want him to serve as their advisor and mentor.” 
 Beardsley’s passion for excellence transcends the classroom 
as he develops innovative curriculum and organizes strategic 
planning and training retreats for pharmacy instructors. He 
took part in two revisions of the School’s PharmD curriculum, 
and was selected by AACP as one of four authors to write the 
White Paper on Student Professionalism. He also served as 
chair of AACP’s Council of Deans in 2003 and 2004.
 “Dr. Beardsley is a colleague, mentor, and role model,” says 
Ilene Zuckerman, PharmD ’83, PhD, professor and chair of 
PHSR. “He has a mild-mannered style that invites collaboration 
and problem-solving. He puts the needs of students and the 
quality of the educational experience first. We are privileged to 
have Dr. Beardsley as a member of our faculty.”  
 Beardsley was the first person graduate student Mohammad 
Al-Jawadi met at the School. Al-Jawadi, from Saudi Arabia, 
says, “Although he was an associate dean at the time, he hosted 
me and took me on a tour. Just imagine yourself coming from 
overseas and an associate dean himself is taking you on a tour 
around campus. Dr. Beardsley is a brilliant listener and among 
the best in terms of clear thinking. His most influential advice 
to me was ‘When you choose your career, make sure that you 
choose what you like and you will never need to work again.’” 
 Working with students seems to run in the family since 
Beardsley’s wife, Kathy, is an associate dean at the University of 
Maryland, College Park, and their son, Kyle, is on the faculty at 
Emory University in Atlanta. 
 Beardsley says he is very humbled by the award. “Just to 
be nominated by your peers for something you love to do —it 
doesn’t get any better than that.” b

MAINSTAYS

Robert Beardsley
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MAINSTAYS

This spring, Dean Natalie D. Eddington, PhD ’89, BSP, 
FAAPS, faced a daunting task. She began searching for a 
replacement for Mimi Wasti, who retired on June 1, 2011, 
after serving as the executive administrative coordinator in 
the Dean’s Office since 2003.
 In her role, Wasti exuded professionalism, service-mind-
edness, organization, and a certain level of sophistication. 
“She’s almost Superwoman in terms of what she can do,” 
Eddington says. 
 Upon first impression, Wasti’s professionalism rang 
clear. She’d welcome visitors to the Dean’s Suite with a 
warm smile and a put-together appearance. Everything 
matched, from her blouse and blazer right down to her 
accessories. Even the tones in her subtly applied makeup 
complemented her outfit. It’s fitting then that Wasti’s  
position is sometimes referred to as the “face of the  
Dean’s Office.” 
 But looking the part is only a fraction of the job that 
Wasti molded over the past eight years, serving almost four 
years under Eddington and another four-plus years under 
former Dean David A. Knapp, PhD.
 “I helped develop a culture of service within the Dean’s 
Office,” Wasti explains. “We [the front office staff] are the 
face of the School. It’s very important we make sure we are 
answering questions, taking care of students’ and faculty 
members’ needs, that the face we present to the School is 
one of service and help.” 
 If the sincerity of Wasti’s tone doesn’t convince you of 
her unwavering commitment to service, her former supervi-
sor’s testimonies will. Knapp, who remains on faculty as 
a professor in the Department of Pharmaceutical Health 
Services Research, recalls one of several instances in which 
Wasti showed her service stripes.

 
 
 
 
 

 Members of the Board of Visitors, a group of leaders in 
the pharmacy profession, were making one of their thrice-
a-year visits to the School. As liaison to the board, Wasti 
made sure the board’s travel and meeting experience went 
smoothly.
 One year while visiting for a meeting, a board member 
lost his wallet, containing his plane tickets and other vital 
information. The board member may have been flustered, 
but Wasti wasn’t. “She made sure he was taken care of so 
he could attend the meeting and be assured that his travel 
home would be possible,” Knapp recalls.
 While those who have worked with Wasti are quick to 
compliment her, she doesn’t readily bask in the limelight. 
She’d prefer to focus on what she gained from her position 
as executive administrative coordinator as opposed to what 
she gave. That said, Wasti counts the constant intellectual 
stimulation of her job, after years of staying home to raise 
her three children, as perhaps the most welcome “gain.”
 “The dean meets with a variety of people, not just within 
the University campus but legislators and other folks in the 
industry. It’s been exciting for me to meet and work with 
and get to know them,” Wasti says.
 Now, Wasti is looking forward to spending more time 
with her grown children and her young grandchildren. As 
for the School’s faculty members—especially those within 
the Dean’s Suite—they celebrate her much-deserved retire-
ment, albeit wistfully.
 “She will not be replaced,” Eddington says firmly. b

‘Face of Dean’s 
Office’ Retires

BY ELIZABETH HEUBECK
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Mimi Wasti
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Dominick Bailey, a third-year 
PharmD/MBA student, Jessica 
Chasler and Natalya Maslow, 
both third-year PharmD stu-
dents, and Birdie Nguyen, a 
second-year PharmD student, 
won first place in the local 
Pharmacy & Therapeutics 
Competition sponsored by the 
Academy of Managed Care 
Pharmacy. 

Angelique Besold, a graduate 
student in the Department 
of Pharmaceutical Sciences 
(PSC), received a National 
Research Service Award 
Predoctoral Fellowship from 
the National Institute of 
Neurological Disorders and 
Stroke. 

Christina Dang, a fourth-year 
PharmD student, published 
“Standards for Pharmacy 
Practice” in Pharmacy Practice 
News. She also published 
“Public Health Approaches 
in Ethnically Diverse 
Populations” in Drug Topics 
and “Antibiotic Stewardship: 
Perspective on Clinical 
Decision-making” in Drug 
Topics with Tuan Huynh, a 
fourth-year PharmD student. 

Gaurav Deshpande, a gradu-
ate student in the Department 

of Pharmaceutical Health 
Services Research (PHSR), 
published “The FDA Drug 
Safety Surveillance Program: 
Adverse Event Reporting 
Trends” in the Archives of 
Internal Medicine. 

Erica Dranko, a third-year 
PharmD student, placed sec-
ond in the third annual Society 
of Workforce Advocates in 
Pharmacy (SWAP) speech 
competition. 

Sarah Dutcher, a PHSR 
graduate student, received 
the Award for Excellence 
in Research in the Field of 
Aging from the Geriatrics and 
Gerontology Education and 
Research Program and the 
University of Maryland Center 
for Research on Aging. 

Melanie Hare, a fourth-year 
PharmD student, received a 
Merit Presentation Award at 
the American Pharmacists 
Association (APhA) Annual 
Meeting and Exposition 
for Maryland Mediation 
Therapy Management 
Training Initiative: Impact and 
Perceptions of Pharmacist 
Participants. 

Franklin Hendrick, a PHSR 
graduate student, won the 
Informatics/Policy/Social 
Science session of the 
University of Maryland’s 
Graduate Research Conference 
Poster Session. 

Tuan Huynh and Meredith 
Moy, both fourth-year PharmD 
students, published “Effective 
Leadership Can Boost CPOE 
Outcomes” in Pharmacy 
Practice News. 

Caitlin Lynch, a PSC gradu-
ate student, won a Graduate 
Student Best Abstract Award 
at the Experimental Biology 
2011 meeting in Washington, 
D.C.

Maria Maunz, a first-year 
PharmD student, was accepted 
into the University of Maryland 
School of Medicine’s Health 
Professions Student Training 
in Aging Research (HP-STAR) 
program. 

Kathleen Morneau, a fourth-
year PharmD student, received 
the APhA’s Boyle Family 
Scholarship.

Birdie Nguyen, a second-
year PharmD student, was 
selected to participate in the 

10th Annual Paul Ambrose 
Scholars Program through 
the Association for Prevention 
Teaching and Research and 
the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services’ Office of 
Disease Prevention and Health 
Promotion. 

Nikunj Patel, a third-year 
PharmD student, placed third 
in the third annual SWAP 
speech competition. 

Sammy Shoemaker, a PHSR 
graduate student, received 
the department’s Dr. 
Arthur Schwartz Memorial 
Scholarship.  

Jacob Wesley, a fourth-
year PharmD student, was 
named the School’s 2011 
MedImmune Fellow.

Jeremy Yap, a graduate stu-
dent in PSC, received the 
Basic Science Award at the 
University of Maryland’s 
Graduate Research 
Conference.
 
Andrew York, a third-year 
PharmD/JD student, placed 
first in the third annual SWAP 
speech competition. 

Laurels

APhA-ASP Annual Banquet
The School’s chapter of the American Pharmacists Association-Academy of 

Student Pharmacists (APhA-ASP) held its annual Spring Banquet on April 19 at 

the Tremont Hotel in Baltimore. Attendees (shown at left) celebrated the chapter’s 

accomplishments and recognized the outstanding student and faculty members who 

contributed to its success. Guest speaker Kristin Fink, PharmD, a clinical specialist 

at Kaiser Permanente, encouraged the students to capitalize on the opportunities 

presented to them. The night ended with the induction of the new APhA-ASP 

executive board that will lead the organization during the next academic year. b
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From left, Czarlite Ricasa and Paul Ortiz of the Class of 
2012; William Albanese, Class of 2011; and Andrew York, 
Erica Dranko, Jeffrey Paup, and Nikunj Patel of the Class of 
2012. 

Students Test Presentation Skills 
at Competition
Seven PharmD students participated in a speech competition Feb. 7 

organized by the Society of Workforce Advocates in Pharmacy that tested the 

students’ critical thinking skills and their knowledge of health care reform. 

For the annual event, students prepared and gave 10-minute presentations 

to a panel of faculty judges who were posing as elected officials in Maryland’s 

General Assembly. Presenters advocated before these “legislators” on a 

variety of pharmacy-related topics, including medication therapy management 

services, immunization services provided by pharmacists, and increasing the 

number of clinical pharmacists working in large hospitals. Andrew York, a 

third-year student, won first place for his speech on inclusion of indications 

on prescriptions to ensure patient safety, promote patient education, and 

provide better medication therapy. b

Alumni Visit School to Share 
Career Advice
Students gathered in the Pharmacy Hall atrium on April 4 to 

participate in a student-organized program focused on careers in 

managed care pharmacy, research, the government, and indus-

try. The goal of the program, hosted by the School’s student 

chapter of the Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy and the 

Student Government Association, was to educate students on 

the various career options available in the pharmacy field. More 

than 50 students broke into small groups and rotated around the 

11 panelists, similar to a “speed dating” environment. Students 

had the opportunity to interact candidly with the guest panelists 

who provided brief descriptions of their career, experience in the 

field, training, degrees, and general advice. b

School alumnus Lt. Bart Rogers, PharmD ’04, PhD ’10, advises 
some students.  

The School of Pharmacy’s Operation Heart committee celebrated 

February as American Heart Month and raised awareness by 

participating in the American Heart Association’s National Wear Red 

Day. Each year on the first Friday of February, businesses, students, 

hospitals, and other organizations join together and “Go Red” to 

help raise awareness and funds in the fight against heart disease in 

women. On Feb. 4, Operation Heart recruited School of Pharmacy 

Dean Natalie D. Eddington, PhD ’89, BSP, FAAPS, along with 105 

students, faculty, and staff to wear red. Of these, 60 participated in 

the National Wear Red Day photo. Operation Heart, the American 

Pharmacists Association-Academy of Student Pharmacists’ latest 

initiative, focuses on promoting awareness and simple measures, 

such as modifications in diet and exercise, to reduce cardiovascular 

risk and fight cardiovascular disease. b

APhA-ASP Focuses on New 
Operation Heart Initiative
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Students Chow Down on Wings 
to Aid Cancer Center
More than 26 teams participated in the Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity’s 

7th Annual Wing-A-Thon benefiting the University of Maryland Marlene and 

Stewart Greenebaum Cancer Center (UMGCC) April 15 at the Southern 

Management Corporation Campus Center. The student-organized event was 

led by the School of Pharmacy’s Sigma Chapter of the Kappa Psi Fraternity and 

was co-sponsored by the School’s Student Government Association and the 

University of Maryland’s University Student Government Association. Students 

from the University’s schools of pharmacy, medicine, law, nursing, dentistry, 

and the Graduate School, as well as local businesses and nearby universities, 

dressed in custom-made uniforms and assembled into teams of five in a race to 

devour the most wings and raise the most money for UMGCC. The friendly, yet highly competitive, wing-a-thon raised more than $5,600 

through team sponsorships, donations, and raffle prizes. This year’s winner was “Just Eat It” from the School of Dentistry whose members 

graciously donated their cash prize to the UMGCC. b

Shown from the School of Pharmacy are, from left, 
Godwin Kam, Class of 2014; Andrew Haines, Class of 
2013; Michael Leung, Class of 2014; Jason Kwong, Class 
of 2012; Jackie Tran, Hana Kim, and Peter Kim, Class of 
2013; and Ines Chen, Class of 2011.

Phi Lambda Sigma 
Induction Ceremony
Forty-five newly inducted members of Phi Lambda Sigma 

(PLS), the pharmacy leadership society, pose for a group 

picture after a night of recognition and celebration on 

March 23 at PLS’ annual Initiation Banquet at Gertrude’s 

restaurant at the Baltimore Museum of Art. b

Class Auction
The Pharmacy Hall atrium was filled with the sounds of laughter and 

excitement on March 4 as students from each of the classes bid against one 

another at the annual Class Auction, hosted by the Class of 2013 to raise 

funds for its annual class trip and graduation gifts. The auction planning 

committee, chaired by Jackie Tran, asked students, faculty, alumni, and 

local businesses to donate items or services for the auction to support the 

Class of 2013. Items up for bids ranged from delicious homemade apple 

pies, outings with our esteemed faculty members, and even a weekend 

getaway at the Ocean City condo of Professor Lynn McPherson, PharmD 

’86, BCPS, CDE. With McPherson acting as master of ceremonies and 

auctioneer, the night was a smashing success with the Class of 2013  

raising a record-breaking $12,100.  b

Janet Lee 
and Rumany 
Penn, both 
of the Class 
of 2013, keep 
track of the 
funds. 

Class of 2013 
students Shlok 
Narayanprasad 
(left), Aaron 
Pham, and 
Jackie Tran with 
auctioneer Lynn 
McPherson. 
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GOOAALLL! for Charity
Collaboration was the key element to the success of the indoor soccer charity 

tournament hosted by the School of Pharmacy’s student chapters of the 

Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy, the American Pharmacists Association-

Academy of Student Pharmacists, and the Student National Pharmaceutical 

Association on April 26 at the Pratt Gym in the Southern Management 

Corporation Campus Center. Teams played 5-on-5 in a single-elimination 

tournament. The gymnasium was teeming with participants wearing a colorful 

array of uniforms, as well as students representing the various disciplines at 

the University of Maryland, including the schools of pharmacy, law, medicine, 

dentistry, nursing, and social work. Each team paid $70 to play, with $775 

being raised from team registrations and a bake sale. A team of students from 

the School of Dentistry and the schools of law and medicine won the event. b

Mortar and Pestle Cup
Gray skies and a wind chill not meant for a spring 

day did not hamper the spirits of 80 students 

as they competed in the first annual Student 

Government Association-CVS Caremark Mortar and 

Pestle Cup at the group’s annual Spring Picnic on 

April 29 at Centennial Park in Ellicott City. Teams 

from the classes of 2012, 2013, and 2014, as well 

as Kappa Psi, went head-to-head in events such as 

flag football, kickball, and tug of war. They had the 

opportunity to prove themselves in the three-legged 

race, the quarter pie eating contest, and the chubby 

bunny contest. At the end of the day, the Class of 

2013 was triumphant, winning 25 of a possible 33 

points, becoming the first team to win the Mortar 

and Pestle Cup.  b

Helen Xin and Anna Kim of 
the Class of 2012, Eduardo 
Shen of the Class of 2014, and 
Daniel Lee of the Class of 2012 
participate in tug of war. 

Among the flag football players were Andrew 
Haines and Kyle Stultz of the Class of 2013, Annie 
Guan of the Class of 2014, Kay Tak of the Class 
of 2011, Carol Yun of the Class of 2014, and Sam 
Lee, clinical toxicology fellow in the Maryland 
Poison Center. 

From left are Michael Shaaw, Class of 2012; Joseph 
Nforbi, Class of 2013; Christian Talla, Class of 2013; 
Katie Brant, Class of 2013; Taura Holmes and Miah 
Jung, Class of 2012; Anna Hung, Class of 2014; and 
Emmanuel Asare, Class of 2013. 

Backpack to Briefcase Etiquette Dinner
The School of Pharmacy’s student chapter of the Academy of Managed Care 

Pharmacy (AMCP), the American Pharmacists Association-Academy of Student 

Pharmacists, and the University of Maryland Office of Student Development  

and Leadership hosted their annual Backpack to Briefcase Etiquette Dinner 

on April 20 at the Southern Management Corporation Campus Center. The 

program’s purpose was to educate students on some of the basic principles 

of proper etiquette in a professional or social dinner setting. More than 100 

students from the University of Maryland’s schools of pharmacy, nursing, 

medicine, social work, law, and dentistry attended the event. AMCP chapter 

advisor Fadia Shaya, PhD, MPH, professor in the Department of Pharmaceutical Health Services Research, gave the opening 

address and urged students to continue participating in more interdisciplinary opportunities throughout their academic 

careers. Guest speaker Carol Haislip (standing at right), director and co-founder of the International School of Protocol in 

Hunt Valley, Md., provided insight on proper manners and etiquette in a business dinner setting. She demonstrated both 

Continental and American styles of dining as well as proper positioning of place settings, napkin know-how, appropriate 

conversation at the table, and dining faux pas. b
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Convocation
Family, friends, faculty, staff, and preceptors watched proudly  

May 20 as the School of Pharmacy’s newest Doctors of Pharmacy 

walked across the stage at the School’s annual convocation 

ceremony held at the Sheraton Baltimore City Center Hotel to 

receive their doctoral hoods. The Class of 2011 is a special one 

for the School because it marks the graduation of the first group 

of PharmD students from its Shady Grove program. The School’s 

PhD students received their hoods at a Graduate School ceremony 

on May 19 at the Southern Management Corporation Campus 

Center. Mary Euler, PharmD, FAPhA, professor and associate dean 

for academic affairs at the University of Charleston (W.Va.) School 

of Pharmacy and executive director of Phi Lambda Sigma, the 

national pharmacy leadership society, was chosen by the Class of 

2011 as the keynote speaker for convocation. Jill Morgan, PharmD, 

associate dean of student affairs and an associate professor in the 

Department of Pharmacy Practice and Science, was selected by the 

graduating class as Faculty Member of the Year. b
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From left, Olujimi Babatunde, Reisel Berger, William Albanese, 
and Christine Aladi-Egenti.

From left, Justin Mathew, Sali Mahmoud, and Mario Luong.

From left, Ashley McCabe and Katie Morneau.

From left, clinical assistant professor 
Lauren Angelo, PharmD, and Huong 
Nguyen.

From left, guest speaker Mary 
Euler and Grace Pak, president of 
the Class of 2011.

PhD graduates standing from left, Lidiya Stavitskaya, Sarice 
Boston, Feiyan Jin, Confidence Gbarayor, and Runyan Jin. 
Kneeling from left, Bo Feng, Seung Jae Lee, Bancha Chuasuwan, 
and Lei Diao.

Graduates from Shady Grove.
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DONOR PROFILE

Nipun Davar

Delivering Gifts 
and Novel Drugs

Nipun Davar, PhD ’96, MSc, MBA, believes in giving back. The pharma-
ceutical scientist from India is grateful for the education he received at 
the University of Maryland School of Pharmacy and the opportunities he 
has been offered. Through his participation in the School’s David Stewart 
Associates giving society, which recognizes those making gifts or pledges 
of $1,000 or more, he hopes to make it easier for talented young scien-
tists to complete their pharmacy studies.
 In the 15 years since receiving his doctorate in pharmaceutical sci-
ences at the School, Davar has made a name for himself in the field of 
drug delivery. Currently vice president of pharmaceutical sciences at 
Transcept Pharmaceuticals in Richmond, Calif., Davar oversees the phar-
maceutical development of new drugs and novel delivery systems. His 
primary current project is Intermezzo, a low-dose sublingual therapy for 
middle-of-the-night insomnia. Intermezzo is in the final stages of review 
by the Food and Drug Administration.
 “I am fortunate to be in the business of developing new products that 
can help people,” Davar says. “It’s not only interesting from a technical 
point of view, it’s very rewarding when you come up with something that 
can really help relieve suffering.”
 Through his previous work at Alza Corp., bought by Johnson & 
Johnson for $10.5 billion in 2001, Davar found his niche developing 
drugs that act on the central nervous system.

BY CHRISTINE STUTZ
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 “Alza was considered a mecca of drug delivery develop-
ment, with more than 2,500 patents,” Davar says. “It was a 
dream come true for a young scientist to join this team that 
was super high-caliber.”
 While at Alza, he was part of the group that developed 
applications for OROS®, an osmotic drug delivery technol-
ogy that can result in an improved safety profile, stable drug 
concentrations, uniform drug effects, and reduced dosing 
frequency. OROS® technology also has facilitated the use 
of an effective starting dose, without the need for dose titra-
tion. This allows patients to experience symptom relief much 
more quickly, he says, and improves drug compliance.
 Two of the drugs Davar worked on were Jurnista (OROS® 
hydromorphone), an extended-release painkiller for cancer 
patients, and Invega (OROS® paliperidone), an antipsychotic 
used to treat schizophrenia. Davar was team leader on the 
Jurnista project, managing more than 70 people on several 
continents.
 While at Johnson & Johnson, Davar’s mentor, Howard 
Rosen, encouraged him to pursue an MBA, which Davar 
obtained from the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton 
School. A large part of his work involves developing products 
that are sufficiently unique to qualify for patents, thus pro-
tecting them from competition. “I work alongside the patent 
attorneys,” he says.
 “I’ve been very fortunate,” adds Davar. “One thing led to 
another in terms of my career. I found people along the way 
who helped me achieve my educational goals.”
 A native of New Delhi, Davar studied at the prestigious 
Birla Institute of Technology and Science in Pilani, India. 
After receiving his pharmacy degree, he immigrated to the 
United States in 1990 to pursue a master’s at the University 
of Toledo School of Pharmacy.
 He describes the culture shock of leaving a city of 15 mil-
lion people and arriving in an American city of 300,000. It 
was his first plane trip, and quite a long one, and he landed 
late at night. “I got a ride to the college, and school hadn’t 
started yet, so only the athletes were on campus,” he says. “I 
got in the elevator with some 300-pound football players and 
thought to myself, ‘If one of these guys kills me, no one will 
know who I am.’”
 He managed to survive Toledo, fortunately, and while 
considering where to enroll for his doctoral studies he hap-
pened to meet Larry Augsburger, PhD, at the time a profes-

sor of industrial pharmacy and therapeutics at the University 
of Maryland School of Pharmacy. That meeting persuaded 
Davar to study at Maryland, and Augsburger, now professor 
emeritus, became an important mentor to him.
 “I was new to research,” says Davar, “and Dr. Augsburger 
had an uncanny ability to balance guidance and freedom.” 
Augsburger used his contacts at Novartis to help Davar get a 
summer job, and Davar was allowed to complete his doctoral 
studies in the Novartis lab, instead of in Pharmacy Hall. 
 “Because of that unique transitional phase between aca-
demia and industry, I got world-class technical knowledge,” 
says Davar. “I also learned how to navigate independently 
while collaborating with various stakeholders in the industry-
academia environment.” 
 An important lesson was that to succeed in drug develop-
ment in the corporate environment, one needs to apply his or 
her technical skills to quickly solve practical challenges facing 
a drug developer.
 Augsburger wasn’t the only faculty member who noticed 
Davar’s promise. “Nipun was an outstanding student—intel-
lectually curious, helpful, hard-working, and always willing 
to thoughtfully debate challenging issues,” says Richard 
Dalby, PhD, professor in the Department of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences and associate dean for academic affairs at the 
School. “It’s no surprise he has enjoyed considerable suc-
cess in several specialty pharma companies, based on what I 
observed of him at the School of Pharmacy.”
 Davar and his wife, Dolly, also a pharmacist, hope to grad-
ually increase their support to the School of Pharmacy, Davar 
says. Under the guidance of Dean Natalie D. Eddington, PhD 
’89, BSP, FAAPS, he says, “The School is doing a great job in 
the development of the next set of scientists.
 “I’m contributing in a small way, starting to give back to 
the School,” he says, adding that he is considering joining 
the adjunct faculty.
 “I came to the United States with a dream and not much 
else. I think I was allowed to bring $600 into the country. 
In the last 20 years I’ve gotten three substantial degrees in 
the United States, and I have never paid a penny for any of 
them,” he says.
 “My experience at the University of Maryland gave me a 
foundation on which to build my dreams,” he continues. “I 
owe a ton of gratitude to all the faculty and mentors at the 
School of Pharmacy.” b
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SHEILA ALIZADEH

During her first year at the University of Maryland School of 
Pharmacy, Sheila Alizadeh, PharmD ’03, vowed: “One day I 
will have my own pharmacy.” 
 In August 2010, after nearly a decade spent in retail and 
with international pharmaceutical companies, she realized her 
dream. Alizadeh acquired Shady Grove Pharmacy in Rockville, 
Md. 
 “When I first visited the site, although I knew the existing 
business needed work, it still felt right from the moment I 
walked in,” she says. Alizadeh runs the day-to-day operations, 
and business partner Geoff Stewart oversees accounting, 
marketing, and business development of the pharmacy that is 
three blocks from the Universities at Shady Grove, where the 
School of Pharmacy has a distance-learning program for its 
PharmD curriculum. 
 Alizadeh and Stewart completely refurbished the 
1,100-square-foot space. Now shiny and spotless, the 
pharmacy boasts royal blue walls, two white leather sofas, and 
even a vase filled with white orchids. Their lime green and 
orange logo gleams behind the counter. Medications are tidily 
stacked from floor to ceiling. 

 Stewart has made certain there are plenty of crisp business 
cards, brochures featuring Alizadeh’s smiling portrait, and 
yes, rest assured, they’re on Facebook and the Web. “The 
pharmacy didn’t have a URL when we bought it,” he says. 
“Now we’re in the top five results for almost every Google 
search combination we can think of.
 “We want to be different from other pharmacies,” he adds. 
“Going to a pharmacy shouldn’t be a stressful experience; it 
should be relaxing, more like going to a spa.” Hence the white 
orchids, white sofas, and, especially, personalized service.
 For Alizadeh, success hinges on the degree of service 
she can provide. This means getting to know her customers, 
and taking time to address every question and concern. “At 
the end of the day I ask myself, ‘Did I make every customer 
happy?’” she says. “If they’ve had a pleasant experience, they’ll 
return.”
 As if on cue, a client in paint-splattered jeans and work 
boots comes into the pharmacy looking worried. He needs to 
leave town for two weeks on business. Can his prescription be 
refilled since he only has a few pills left? Alizadeh checks her 
stock. “Thanks,” he says gruffly, “you just saved my life.” 

ALUMNI FOCUS

Realizing A Dream
BY LYDIA LEVIS BLOCH

Sheila Alizadeh
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 Furthermore, when Alizadeh encounters customers who 
have limited access to medical coverage, she attempts to offer 
flexible pricing. 
 The business partners’ efforts appear to be paying off. 
When they first acquired the pharmacy, Alizadeh rarely filled 
more than 60 prescriptions a day. Eight months later, 100-plus 
days are becoming commonplace.
 Much of Alizadeh’s approach on how to run a pharmacy 
comes from her “very solid education” at the School of 
Pharmacy and the career path she has followed since 
graduation. While training at the School, she maximized 
her exposure to the field by seeking out preceptors in as 
many settings as possible. “By graduation, I knew I was well 
prepared,” she says.
 Upon completing her studies, she landed a job with a 
pharmacy chain. Within a few months she was promoted to 
manager, a position she held for two years. Next she joined 
Novartis in 2005 as a field-based medical science liaison and 
helped do research on chronic myelogenous leukemia and 
gastrointestinal stromal tumors. She then joined Genzyme 
Corp., where she focused on non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 
multiple myeloma, and transplant medicine. In 2009, she 
managed a CVS pharmacy in Rockville.
 Determined to practice her trade her way, when she 
heard Shady Grove Pharmacy was for sale, she nabbed the 
opportunity.
 “I knew that managing and running a pharmacy had to 
involve more than one person,” she says. She and Stewart, 
who is also her life partner, visited the site. That night at 
dinner they discussed Alizadeh’s longtime vow. He developed 
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a business plan. Three months 
and many meetings later, a 
bank approved their loan.
 Perhaps it is not surprising 
that Alizadeh has fulfilled 
her vow. As a child growing 
up in Hagerstown, some of 
her earliest memories are 
of opening drug packages 
and playing happily with the 
inserts. Her father, Massoud 
Alizadeh, MD, who specializes 
in family practice, would 
receive drug samples. 
 Today for Alizadeh, 
practicing pharmacy her way 
means being a preceptor. “Of 
course, I want to give back to 
the School, but I also want 
to give students a positive 

educational experience because it can affect the direction they 
choose for their career.” 
 Since last summer, Alizadeh has mentored four first-year 
students from the Shady Grove and Baltimore campuses, 
teaching them the fundamental functions of community 
pharmacy such as dispensing and compounding medications, 
checking expiration dates, and understanding HIPAA 
compliance. 
 Student Daniela Kabatova calls Alizadeh her teacher, who 
explained how to compound certain medications and be precise 
about doing inventory. “She showed me how to be a great 
pharmacist,” Kabatova says. “She was able to provide more one-
on-one attention to her customers. It made me see how much of 
a difference some extra effort made in their lives.”
 Kangcong “Kang” Lin says that working with a pharmacist 
who owns her own establishment impressed him the most. 
Another student, Inderjeet “Minnie” Kaur, also benefited from 
Alizadeh’s tutoring. And Annie Guan observed that Alizadeh 
uses many of the skills that Guan is learning in class. “I 
remember a man coming in insisting his blood pressure cuff 
was broken, although it was functioning properly. Dr. Alizadeh 
offered excellent patient counseling. It really gave me a positive 
perspective on community pharmacy,” Guan says.
 Meanwhile, Alizadeh and her partner are planning their 
next moves. They intend to expand compounding services and 
fill prescriptions for pets. One day they’d like to own multiple 
pharmacies in the Washington metro area.
 For now she says, “Running my own independent pharmacy 
is very fulfilling, and I know that financially everything will  
work out.” b

Sheila Alizadeh and Geoff Stewart
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It is truly my honor and pleasure to have been elected president of our Alumni Association dur-

ing this remarkable time for our alma mater. We have a vibrant School of Pharmacy community 

in Maryland and beyond. In May, that community became even more dynamic when the Alumni 

Association welcomed a “bolus” of newly minted graduates—a record number in fact—from 

the Class of 2011, including the first group from Shady Grove. With this historic graduation, the 

Class of 2011 joined the ranks of more than 4,500 alumni of our top 10 pharmacy school.

 Equally important was the creation of a strategic plan for our Alumni Association, a pro-

cess spearheaded by immediate past president Doris Voigt, PharmD ’04, and the 2009-2011 

Executive Committee. That has led to the adoption of a new mission statement for the associa-

tion: To develop and foster a rewarding, lifelong relationship between the School and its alumni.  

 That will guide the incoming 24 at-large members and officers of the 2011-2013 Executive Committee (see page 33). 

This talented and diverse group of professionals ranges from recent graduates to seasoned practitioners working in a 

wide variety of practice settings. All are eager to serve their fellow alumni. As president, I will work diligently with them 

to implement the strategic plan mission and goals, enhance relationships, and establish new initiatives. Visit www.phar-

macy.umaryland.edu/alumni for more details.

 At the Graduation Banquet, I delivered two key messages that I also would like to share with alumni as the themes of 

my presidency.

 First, it is important to have an “Attitude of Gratitude of the Two Wings in Our Lives.” As a Vietnamese-American 

immigrant who came to the U.S. in 1990, I have been fortunate to have many wings to help me fly to my dreams. It is 

with an attitude of gratitude that I ask all of you to join me in thanking the two wings in our lives—professional and per-

sonal. These colleagues, friends, and family have provided advice, guidance, and support enabling us to become who we 

are today. 

  Secondly, and more importantly, I want to challenge all alumni to become “AA” alumni. During our educational 

years, we strived to be “A” students. Now our goal is “AA.” The first A represents advocacy. Be an advocate for our 

School and profession. Tell our story to our patients, other health care professionals, legislators, policymakers, and the 

public. The second A is for ambassador. Be an ambassador for our School and profession. This is even more important 

with the increasing number of pharmacy schools across the country. 

  It’s also important to give back to our School. Let us be “AA” alumni and continue to leave a legacy and make an 

impact on the local, regional, national, and international pharmacy and health care communities.

 Thank you for your trust in my service in the coming years. If you have questions or suggestions for our Alumni 

Association, or would like to serve on committees or volunteer, please contact me anytime.

Sincerely,

Hoai-An Truong, PharmD ‘05, MPH
President 
htruong@rx.umaryland.edu

A Message from the Alumni President

Hoai-An Truong

If you would like to make a memorial gift, please use the enclosed envelope 
or call 410-706-5893.

In Memoriam
This section is dedicated to School of Pharmacy 

alumni who passed away between Dec. 14, 2010, 

and May 31, 2011. As the Maryland pharmacy 

profession is a close-knit community, we are 

honored to share the names of recently deceased 

alumni who have in some way impacted the 

profession and practice of pharmacy.  b

Mary M. Berik, BSP ’35

Jerome Berlin, BSP ’48

Harry C. Cohen, BSP ’49

Irvin David, BSP ’36

David L. Dillman, BSP ’94 

Hannah E. Eisenberg, PhG ’35

W. Lehman Guyton Jr., MD, PhG ’34, BSP ’36 

David Hoff, BSP ’55

Edward S. Kallins, MD, PhG ’30

Susanne M. Peck, PhD ’94

Irving M. Pruce, BSP ’49

Solomon Sandler, BSP ’40

Miles E. St. John, MD, BSP ’58

Vito Tinelli Jr., BSP ’61

Evelyn L. Yevzeroff, BSP ’43
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APhA Annual Meeting
The School, with support from the Maryland Pharmacists 

Association (MPhA), hosted an Alumni and Friends 

Reception at the annual meeting of the American 

Pharmacists Association (APhA) in Seattle in March. b

Student attendees take a moment to smile for the camera.  

Howard Schiff, 
BSP ’56, executive 
director of MPhA; 
Debra Weintraub, 
associate director of 
MedImmune LLC; 
and Myron Weiner, 
BSP ’66, PhD ’72, 
associate professor 
of pharmaceutical 
sciences. 

Class of ’92 alums Lisa LeGette, BSP, and 
Lynette Bradley-Baker, PhD ’99, BSP, reminisce.

Dean Eddington catches up with Sam Haidar, 
BSP ’91, PhD ’97.

DHHS Spring 
Happy Hour
The School and the Maryland Pharmacists 

Association hosted a Spring Happy Hour 

in April for alumni employees working 

for the federal Department of Health and 

Human Services. The event was held at 

T.G.I. Friday’s in Silver Spring. b

From left, Christine 
Oliver, PharmD 
’99; Yiying “Coco” 
Tsai, PharmD 
’09, MPH; Cmdr. 
Catherine Chew, 
PharmD ’99; Doris 
Voigt, PharmD ’04; 
and David Eng, 
PharmD ’10.

Good friends 
reunite! From 
left, Capt. 
James Bresette, 
PharmD ’97; 
David Diwa, 
PharmD ’97; Jae 
Choi, PharmD 
’06; and LCDR 
Devin Williams. 
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OFFICERS
Hoai-An Truong, PharmD ’05, MPH
President

Brian Hose, PharmD ’06
President-Elect

Mandy Kwong, PharmD ’01
Vice President

Michael Steinberg, PharmD ’00
Co-Treasurer

Bradley Thomas, BSP ’82
Co-Treasurer

Doris Voigt, PharmD ’04
Past President

Capt. James Bresette, PharmD ’97
Co-Honorary President

Cynthia Boyle, PharmD ’96,   
    FAPhA
Co-Honorary President

ISPOR Lunch
The John H. Balch Family Gallery in Pharmacy Hall served as 

the perfect lunch venue for the more than 80 alumni and friends 

who were in town in May for the 16th annual meeting of the 

International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes 

Research (ISPOR). b 

 Jianwei Xuan, PhD; Jeonghoon Ahn, PhD, a former postdoctoral 
fellow in the School’s Department of Pharmaceutical Health Services 
Research (PHSR); Xingyue Huang, PhD ’01; David Knapp, PhD, 
professor of PHSR and former dean; and Dongyi “Tony” Du, PhD ’09. 

Tao Fan, PhD ’07; Ilene Zuckerman, BSP ’81, 
PharmD ’83, PhD, professor and chair of PHSR; 
Xingyue Huang, PhD ’01; and Dongyi “Tony” Du, 
PhD ’09.

 Jeonghoon Ahn, PhD, and C. Daniel Mullins, 
PhD, MA, professor in PHSR. 

Francoise Pradel, PhD, associate professor in 
PHSR, and Vanja Sikirica, PharmD ’03.

MEMBERS AT LARGE

Min-li Cary, PharmD ’08

Co-Chair, Graduation Banquet

Rai Cary, PharmD ’08

Co-Chair, Graduation Banquet

Lynette Bradley-Baker, PhD ’99,  
 BSP ’92

Cmdr. Catherine Chew, 
 PharmD ’99

Wayne Dyke, BSP ’68

Lt. Mathilda Fienkeng, 
 PharmD ’08

Terry Gyi, PharmD ’06, BSP ’83

Yara Haddad, PharmD ’10

Margaret Hayes, MS

Gina McKnight-Smith, 
 PharmD ’97, MBA

Sheel Shah, PharmD ’10

Matthew Shimoda, PharmD ’84

Carol Stevenson, PharmD ’02

Dorcas Taylor, PharmD ’97, JD

Mahesh Tawney, PharmD ’04

James “Chai” Wang, PharmD ’11

Alumni Association Executive Committee 
2011-2013
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Graduation Banquet
The Alumni Association’s Graduation Banquet and Celebration of the 

50th Reunion Class of 1961 was held in May at Martin’s Crosswinds 

in Greenbelt. During the event, the newly installed 2011-2013 Alumni 

Association Executive Committee was recognized and the 2011 Honored 

Alumnus Awards were presented. b

Officers of the newly installed 
Alumni Association Executive 
Committee – Back row from left, 
Hoai-An Truong, PharmD ’05, MPH, 
president; Capt. James Bresette, 
PharmD ’97, co-honorary president; 
Brian Hose, PharmD ’06, president-
elect; and Bradley Thomas, BSP 
’82, co-treasurer. Front row from 
left, Mandy Kwong, PharmD ’01, 
vice president; Cynthia Boyle, 
PharmD ’96, FAPhA, co-honorary 
president; and Doris Voigt, PharmD 
’04, immediate past president. Not 
pictured: Michael Steinberg, PharmD 
’00, co-treasurer. 

50th-Year Reunion Class Members – Back row from left, Larry 
Block, BSP; Irvin Yospa, BSP; Douglas Walkling, BSP, MS ’63, 
PhD; Arnold “Skip” Amass, BSP, PharmD ’96; Phillip Weiner, 
BSP, PharmD ’96; and Harvey Reisenweber, BSP, MD.
Front row from left, Zoe Robinson, BSP; Nancy Lubman, BSP; 
Bill Tabak, BSP; and June Lee, BSP.

Arnold “Skip” 
Amass, BSP ’61, 
PharmD ’96, 
delivers greeting 
on behalf of the 
Class of 1961. 

Niki Mehdizadegan, Erika Ruddie, and Prajakta 
Korde of the Class of 2011.

Class of 2011 members Julie Nguyen, Michelle Jay, Justin Mathew, Lydia 
Tran, Class President Grace Pak, and Allen Tran. 

Lisa Charneski, 
PharmD, associate 
professor in the 
Department of 
Pharmacy Practice 
and Science; Huong 
Nguyen of the 
Class of 2011; and 
Heather Congdon, 
PharmD, CACP, 
CDE, assistant dean 
at the Universities 
at Shady Grove.
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Deanna Tran is 
presented the USPHS 
Excellence in Public 
Health Pharmacy 
Practice Award by Lt. 
Mathilda Fienkeng, 
PharmD ’08.

CARE Pharmacies, Inc.

CVS Caremark

EPIC Pharmacies

Giant of Maryland

Harris Teeter

Maryland Pharmacists Association

Northern Pharmacy & Medical 

Equipment

Papermill Pharmacy and Gift Shop

Rite Aid Corp.

Sharpsburg Pharmacy

Shoppers Food & Pharmacy

Walgreens Co.

Weis Pharmacy

Back row, James “Chai” Wang and Juliana Pak. 
Front row, Deanna Tran and Kathleen Morneau.

Legacy parents and students.

Elizabeth Iwanczuk and 
Bernadetta Puszkiewicz 
of the Class of 2011.

Gina McKnight-Smith, PharmD ’97, MBA, CGP, BCPS, 
clinical coordinator at Maryland Provider Synergies, and Mary 
Lynn McPherson, PharmD ’86, BCPS, CDE, a professor in the 
Department of Pharmacy Practice and Science at the School, 
were recipients of the 2011 Evander Frank Kelly Honored 
Alumnus Award.

Mary Lynn McPherson, daughter Alex, 
and husband Jim. 

We extend our grateful appreciation to our 2011 Alumni Association Graduation Banquet Corporate Sponsors for their 

contributions and support!

Gina McKnight-Smith celebrates with her 
husband, Willie, and children Malik and Nia. 
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Class Notes

1962
Michael Kopcho, MS, has been elected 
to the board of directors of the American 
Society of Consultant Pharmacists. The 
term of Kopcho, who lives in Seattle, will 
run through 2012. 

1973
Stephen Boykin, MS ’76, BSP, is semi-
retired and still active with Shenandoah 
University as a regional experiential 
education coordinator. Boykin also 
provides care at the Martinsburg (W.Va.) 
Veterans Affairs Medical Center through 
its therapeutic interchange program. 

Arnold Clayman, PD, FASCP, has joined 
the American Society of Consultant 
Pharmacists as director of professional 
affairs in Alexandria, Va.  
 
1977
Terri Clayman, BSP, PharmD ’98, a 
hospital pharmacist at Mercy Medical 

Center in Baltimore, completed a medical 
mission to Colombia with the group 
Hands Across the Americas, serving as 
the pharmacist for the mission.

1988
Kimberly Moore, BSP, resides in 
Baltimore and is employed by 
Advanced Pharmacy.

1992
Michael Fossler, PharmD, PhD, received 
the American College of Clinical 
Pharmacy’s 2011 Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Mentorship in Clinical Pharmacology 
Award for his commitment to the 
development of young clinical 
pharmacologists.

1995
John Thomas, PharmD, resides in 
Albuquerque, N.M., and is employed by 
Siemens/PETNET.

1997
Heather 
(Owens) Nizer, 
PharmD, and 
her husband, 
Tim, are excited 
to announce 
the birth of 
their first child, 
Alexa Nicole, 
born Jan. 12, 2011, weighing 5 pounds, 6 
ounces. Heather is a clinical pharmacist 
with Bravo Health in Baltimore. 

1999
Cmdr. 
Catherine 
Chew, 
PharmD, and 
her husband, 
Lip Jen, 
welcomed 
their first child, 
Olivia Su-Yi 

Chew, on Sept. 15, 2010. Olivia weighed 
5 pounds, 11 ounces. 

2005
Lisa (Moorhead) Brooks, PharmD, 
announces the opening of her business, 
Clayton’s Pharmacy in Cambridge, Md. It 
officially opened December 2010.

2008
Min-li Cary, 
PharmD, 
and Rai Cary, 
PharmD, 
welcomed 
their 
daughter, 

Alexandra Lane Cary, on Feb. 22, 2011. 
She weighed 8 pounds and was 20 
¾ inches long. The couple lives in 
Westminster and is very active in the 
School of Pharmacy Alumni Association.

Kathleen Klemm, 
PharmD, and her 
husband, Keith, 
announce the 
birth of their son, 
Joshua Dean 
Klemm, born 
March 7, 2011. 
He weighed 7 
pounds, 5 ounces and was 20 inches long.
  
2009
Adam Bress, PharmD, is a recipient of 
one of four pharmacy resident practice-
based research grants by the American 
Society of Health-System Pharmacists 
Foundation. Bress is completing his 
PGY-2 cardiology residency at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago College 
of Pharmacy. 

2010
Vikas Moolchandani, PhD, has accepted 
a position as senior formulator with 
Pharmavite, a subsidiary of Otsuka 
Pharmaceutical Co. The company is 
located in Los Angeles. 

Congratulations 
to David J. 
Haransky, 
PHG, who 
celebrated his 
100th birthday 
in August. Mr. 
Haransky lives 
half the year in 
Baltimore and 
half the year in 
Monroeville, 
Pa., with his 
family. Over 
the years, 
he has been 
blessed with two daughters, five 
grandchildren, 12 great-grandchildren, 
and two great-great grandchildren. His 
good-humored advice for longevity is 
“keep breathing.”

1934



MESSAGE FROM DEVELOPMENT

This issue of Capsule celebrates the unique relationship that exists between 

School of Pharmacy alumni and students. In the spring, several informal 

roundtable discussions featured guest alumni talking to PharmD and PhD stu-

dents, sharing their experiences, imparting their wisdom, and providing advice. 

Perhaps it’s a shared affinity for and choice in career or perhaps it goes deeper, 

like identifying a kindred spirit, but whatever it is, it’s palpable. There is a certain kind of magic that takes 

place in a room mixed with alumni and students.

 The School provides varied opportunities to assure that these interactions take place. Alumni receptions 

at regional and national meetings draw many students as well as alumni. Our Alumni Association meetings 

now include student representatives from each class and from the Student Government Association. Alumni 

are invited to interview prospective students, serve as preceptors or present a lecture. These are but a few of 

the many occasions that allow for School of Pharmacy alumni and students to interact. 

 What I hear time and again is that our alumni truly get back more than they give. If you’ve been thinking 

about getting more involved with the School, let this be the year that you take the step to make it happen. 

 Giving back has intrinsic rewards. Enjoy the good feelings that come with making a difference. Your gift 

of time is invaluable. If you’re not in a position to give of your time, consider making a gift to the School. 

Planned gifts, naming opportunities, scholarships, and annual gifts are vital to the School’s sustained prom-

inence.

 Please get involved, stay in touch, and know that I always enjoy hearing from our alumni.

Warmly,

Janice T. Batzold, MS

Acting Executive Director

Office of Development and Alumni Affairs

jbatzold@rx.umaryland.edu

Magical Mix 

 Janice Batzold

Please send us information about your personal and professional life. Have you changed jobs, had a recent promotion, 
received an honor or appointment? Did you recently get married or celebrate the birth of a child? Do you have an 
interesting hobby or participate in community service projects?

Please let us know by completing the School of Pharmacy’s online Class Notes form at www.pharmacy.umaryland.edu/
alumni.

We want to know what’s happening with you!
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For more information, please call the Office of Development 
and Alumni Affairs at 410-706-5893.

Mark Your Calendars!

National Community Pharmacists Association
Oct. 13-17, 2011
San Diego, Calif. 
www.ncpanet.org

American Association of Pharmaceutical 
Scientists
Oct. 23-27, 2011
Washington, D.C.
www.aaps.org

American Society of Health-System Pharmacists
Dec. 4-8, 2011
New Orleans, La. 
www.ashp.org

American Pharmacists Association
March 9-12, 2012
New Orleans, La. 
www.pharmacist.com

Maryland Pharmacists Association
Ocean City, Md. 
June 2012
www.marylandpharmacist.org

The School of Pharmacy will host alumni and friends receptions at the following professional conferences 
and meetings. Visit www.pharmacy.umaryland.edu/alumni/calendar.html for dates, times, and 
locations of the receptions


